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GRAPHIC DIASPORA: REFRAMING NARRATIVES OF AMERICAN IDENTITY IN
BLACK COMIC BOOKS

ASHLEY WILSON
ABSTRACT

Comic books with Black main characters have been the subject of much critical
exploration over the years. Typical analyses of these comics have focused on identity
politics and representation of Black characters. However, critical discussion has not yet

determined a method for interpreting representation of Black characters within comic

books. This study incorporates approaches to reading Black expressive texts, caricature,
and narratives of Black characters written by white authors to analyze the comic books
All Negro Comics, The Black Panther, Black, and Bayou. Additionally, it argues that

Black-authored Black comics require a reframing of the text through an African
American cultural lens. It is concluded that Black comics offer readers insight about
American racism and prejudice, and an understanding of perspectives on Black belonging

within America.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
Comic books have provided children and adults alike with imaginative outlets
through fantastical storytelling and superheroes, while providing moral lessons and

reflections on society and one’s place in the world. It is for their potential to convey

moral messages that Sheena C. Howard, argues in her book Black Comics: Politics of
Race and Representation (2013) that “comics, perhaps, are many peoples first glimpse at

social justice pedagogy in action” (1). Though comics have the ability to spark social

conversations, criticism regarding their significance has often been split. While some

critics, like Frederic Wertham, have focused on the “psychological harm” (Singer 108) of

comics, other critics have been in favor of regarding comic books for their potential to
reflect and generate social and historic discourse. Ian Gordon, in his book Comic Strips
and Consumer Culture: 1890 -1945 (1998), sides with art theorist Norman Bryson’s

argument that “in the act of creation artists can transfigure existing conventions and
project new understandings into social discourse,” a position that grounds Gordon’s

belief that “visual representations are not simply metonymical forms but language that

can both transform and reflect a culture” (6). Since their creation in 1938, comic books,
spanning from the 1930s “Golden Age” of comics, to the present, have revealed the
1

underlying cultural attitudes, political opinions, fears, and ideals of their

respective time periods.

The potential of comics to create social discourse and reflect cultural norms,

especially concerning politics, has been known and used to the advantage of cartoonists
since at least the turn of the century, when political cartoons began appearing in “editorial
cartoons, which before the mid-1880s were largely confined to illustrated humor

magazines” (13), before the popularity of newspapers gave rise to comic strips, beginning

in 1895 (7). However, as Black identity was not considered a cultural norm of the late
1800s, the same vivid visual representation of culture that was available to whites was

not always enjoyed by African Americans. Images of Black people were often used in

humorous contexts following the end of slavery. Visual representation thus presents as

much a problem as a means of transforming and reflecting black culture.
As Marc Singer argues in ‘“Black Skins’ and White Masks: Comic Books and the

Secret of Race” (2002), being a hybrid of text and visual media, comic books “have

proven fertile ground for stereotyped depictions of race” as they “rely upon visually

codified representations in which characters are continually reduced to their appearances”
(107). These codified representations often “normalize racist standards through
repetition,” whether the repetition is the underrepresentation of black characters, the
tokenizing (108) of Black characters through racially specific character names that have

“Black” included in the superhero title, “unrealistic portrayals” (107), or the use of
stereotype and caricature in the construction of Black characters. Rebecca Wanzo, in her

book The Content of Our Caricature (2020), contends that both stereotype and caricature

have historically operated under the umbrella of post-Enlightenment “visual imperialism”
2

(4), otherizing non-Western cultures in relation to European, and thus

Eurocentric, beauty standards, cultural practices, and social norms. Noting the difference
between the two words, Wanzo defines “stereotype” by stating that it “is about
generalization, a reference to what all of a group is like” (4), while “caricature” is a

method of “excessively marking difference, and these excesses are a means of describing

how people are seen and the caricatured subjects’ relationship to the communities they
inhabit” (3). That is to say that both stereotype and caricature obscure understanding of

African Americans by over-generalization and through a process of excessive otherizing
of blackness as being inordinately different from whiteness and perceptions of true
American identity.

This excessive otherness has been used to degrade Black characters in comic
books, and Black people in the United States. When comics with black characters first hit
the American mainstream, Black characters were “loosely based on the stereotypes
generated in blackface minstrelsy, stereotypes mired in the notion of fixity” (Gateward &

Jennings 5). They were often drawn with jet black skin and written as servants or

sidekicks with markedly low intellect. Black characters frequently rattled off jokes at
their own expense and bumbled important tasks that jeopardized the safety of other main
characters. These characteristics only served to popularize the belief that African

Americans were childish and indistinguishable from one another, yet prominently distinct
from the white American ideal. Because of their visual and textual content, comics have

“[contributed] to a common language of national belonging and exclusion within the
United States” (Wanzo 2), often excluding blackness from that narrative, by labeling it as
a mark of inferiority.
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White comic book authors have shown a tendency to elevate white characters to
heroic status while making villains, sidekicks, and losers of minority characters, in a
display of “white patriarchal universalism” (Howard 1). So, while comics “offer
possibilities for seeing Black heroism.. .it is possible to engage with these worlds with
little understanding about how Blacks have either contributed to these genres or how

Blacks have used these genres to transmit positive, political messages to consumers”
(Howard 1), due to flawed or racist representation of black characters and the difficulty in

retrieving information about Black comic authors. The lack of literature on black comic
authors is best exemplified by Gordon’s work. While Gordon addresses the portrayal of

African Americans throughout late nineteenth century caricature and in early twentieth

century comic strips written by white authors, offering reflections on the disparity of
humanizing representation between Black and white Americans, there is no focus on

black illustrated and authored comic strips or comic books within his text, likely owing to
the “scarcity of literature” (Howard 11) covering comics authored by Black people.
As the literature illuminates, discourse on comics as they reflect society, politics,

and cultural ideals are not new, yet study of African American representation in comic
books is still a considerably younger field of interest. Over the last decade, scholarship on
Black comic books has increased. Owing to the work of Black comic book scholars like

Sheena C. Howard, Frances Gateward and John Jennings, and Rebecca Wanzo,
information detailing and analyzing the work of Black cartoonists and comic writers are

being brought to public attention as the genre continues to expand, with several critics
calling out the lack of representation for Black characters in white-authored comics, as

well as the dehumanizing stereotyping of Black people that has occurred throughout the
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genre’s history. However, critics have yet to discuss how Black comic books should be
read and interpreted for their representations of Black characters. Importantly, any
analysis of the representation of Black characters determines what discourse about race

and American identity are initiated by or reflected within the stories. As texts concerning
Black identity, comic books featuring black main characters should be equally valued as
Black literature, so by exploring the literature on reading texts whose subjects are Black

characters, perhaps a methodology for reading Black comic books can similarly apply.

African American literary critics have long attempted to establish ways of reading
African American texts. Michael Awkward is notable for his groundbreaking scholarship

concerning reading Black expressive texts, analyzing Black aesthetics, and exploring the
role of Black male feminism. In Awkward’s essay, “Race, Gender, and the Politics of

Reading” (1988), he depicts three camps for critical reading of Black expressive texts:

those which analyze the potential to instill pride in African Americans and better race

relations (8); those who, like Henry Louis Gates Jr., believe that the role of black critics

is “‘to bring to bear upon their readings any ‘tool’ which.. .enables us to see more clearly,
the complexities of figuration peculiar to our literary tradition’” (10); and those who

believe the goal is to analyze themes which can result in African American psychological
freedom (10). While these critical mindsets are at odds, and some critics have argued

vitriolically amongst each other throughout their respective texts; in either circumstance,
exploring “the moral force for change” (8) and aesthetics of each individual work, as well
as the extent to which the texts depict Black realities (and thus Black histories), grounds

the practice of analyzing literary creations by Black authors. Awkward states that “any

discussion of a politics of interpretation must begin with an attempt to formulate what
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[Spivak] calls ‘a working notion of ideology.’” (Awkward 6). To read the text, Awkward

proposes what he terms “Afrocentric reading,” his ideology of black interpretation, which
“attempts to counter the negative effects [of the ethos of the white aesthetic] on the black

psyche” by celebrating “the beauty and strength of Afro-American Culture” (Awkward
6).

Wanzo, in her take on reading caricature in black comics, seemingly agrees with
the importance of Black interpretation, believing that while stereotype and caricature can

be a device for demeaning representations of blackness, there is value in “placing a
possible black perspective at the center of our reading practice” to explore the ways in

which Black comic book authors use stereotype and caricature to illustrate their
experience within American society and “respond to black degradation and not only
replicate it” (4). Wanzo importantly analyzes the ways in which caricature is used within
Black comics to criticize constructions of American idealism and Black alienation (2),

offering readers a reframing of identification. Balancing of the analytic methods
described by Awkward and Wanzo assumes that any reading of black authored comics
should focus on the moral force, aesthetic, ability to convey messages of black belonging,

and response to degradation employed by black comic writers in their storytelling.
However, this same framework does not lend itself fully to comic books about
Black characters authored by white writers, first because white writers are writing from a

perspective outside of Black culture and identity, and secondly because comic books
transformed significantly during the 1960s due to increased inclusion of Black characters.
Many white comic book writers attempted to create racial harmony by shying away from

addressing history in their texts and, rightly, the use of outright caricature, favoring the
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use of textual storytelling rather than relying on images that might invoke outright from
civil rights groups. It is perhaps the best course of action to incorporate the approach used
by Toni Morrison in her essay, “Black Matter(s)” (1991) in which Morrison focuses her
analysis on white authors who write Black characters, asking, “What happens when

literature tries to imagine an Africanistic Other?” (208), as a starting point for
determining what the result of the inclusion of a Black presence is on the writer’s work.
As literature provides “a powerful exploration of the fears and desires that reside in the

writerly consciousness” (208), Morrison believes that “it may be possible to discover,
through a close look at literary ‘blackness,’ the nature and even the source of literary

‘whiteness’” (206) and how it factors into idealism of what it means to be American

(207). Thus, an exploration of how white authors use Black characters to construct
ideologies of American identity must be included in any analysis of Black comics written

by white writers.

Combining each of these interpretative methods as possibilities for exploration, I
will read several Black comics, situating them within popular culture of American

history, literature, and previously established comic book tropes. The comics that I have

selected for this study are “Ace Harlem,” “Sugarfoot,” and “The Lion Man,” from Orrin

C. Evans’ All Negro Comics (1947), the first comic book published by a Black editor;
Stan Lee and Jack Kirby’s original introduction of The Black Panther in issues 52 and 53
of The Fantastic Four comic book series (1966), the first mainstream Black superhero;

Donald McGregor’s revision of The Black Panther under “The Panther’s Rage” story-arc
for The Black Panther’s standalone Jungle Action title (1973 -1976); Kwanza Osajyefo’s

Black (2016), portraying a team of Black superheroes; and Jeremy Love’s Bayou volume
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1 (2009) and volume 2 (2011), about Black heroism in the post-Civil War South. With
All Negro Comics Evans originally intended to celebrate African American identity and
progress. Sixty-two years later, through Bayou Love expands appreciation for the

everyday African American reality, highlighting Black culture as a source of strength and
the fight against racism as a heroic undertaking. While Black Panther and Black are both
superhero stories, it is important not to discount realistic portrayals of Black heroism that

present Black American cultural identity as a source of resilience. It will be the focus of
this paper to read each of these comic books and analyze the representation of Black

characters; and the moral force, aesthetic, historic messages of Black belonging, and
American idealism within each of the texts. By looking at these comics, we can see how
Black comics reflect the cyclical nature of racism and shifting cultural values of their

respective time periods, and come to an understanding of how each comic builds upon
previously established social discourse concerning how Black identity fits into ideals of

Americanism.

This thesis argues that reading Black comics authored by African Americans

requires a reframing of the text through a Black cultural lens. Disconnecting from Euro
American readings of Black-authored comics moves interpretation away from a “liberal

pathologist” (Matlin 882) perspective, that “[reduces] black life to a ‘catalogue of
negative definitions’” (Matlin 880) and seeks to alienate Black identity from American

idealism. Black comics, collectively, should be read for their representational value,
meaning the extent to which they extend and encourage conversation about Black identity
and history from a culturally informed perspective. While I contend that Black comic

book authors criticize systemic racism and incorporate elements of Black art and literary
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movements, and white comic book authors tend to include Black characters as a response
to Black rights movements and criticize prejudice in their comics; as this paper will

show, these differences do not necessarily dictate that white authors are incapable of
providing humanizing and uplifting portrayals of Black characters that deconstruct

blackness as a monolith within their comics, important elements of valuable
representation. In noting these separate approaches, an understanding of the influence of

The Negro Press and Black arts movements on Black literature—and by extension,
Black-authored comics, as well as the political history of mainstream comic books, is

fundamental to this analysis.

9

CHAPTER II
BLACK INFLUENCES

2.1 A Brief History of the Negro Press
Black comics, specifically those written by African American writers, owe a great
deal of their creation to The Negro Press and many of the newspaper and magazine

publications which helped African American voices be heard and gave Black writers an
outlet to reach hundreds of thousands of their peers to share information and opinions that

would ultimately expand the tradition of black authorship and publication. Although the

“Associated Negro Press,” established in 1919, is the publication that comes to mind
when many consider The Negro Press, all-black publications have a rich American

history spanning nearly two-hundred years since the first “all-Negro” publication was
printed thirty-four years prior to the Civil War. For that reason, within this paper, “the

Negro Press” will refer to all African American publications created during the pre-CivilWar era, until the Civil Rights movement. Black journalist, editor, writer, and activist

Eugene Gordon splits the development of The Negro Press into three stages: the preCivil-War period, the post-Civil-War period, and post-World War period. The pre-Civil
War period marked a rise in militant opinion-oriented publications focused on the freeing

of African Americans from slavery, while the focus of pre-World War period was on
10

gaining American citizenship rights—and it is for this reason that the pre-World War
period experienced a sharp increase in Black created comics criticizing social injustices;

and the post-World War period highlighted the desire of African Americans to gain
democratic rights promised to them after the Civil War (Gordon, 248), resulting in more

radical topics and stances against racism and prejudice.

Thepre-Civil-Warperiod: Freedom’s Journal

Freedom’s Journal, published in 1827 by Samuel Cornish and John B.
Russwurm—the first Black editors of a newspaper—was the groundbreaking first Negro
newspaper to appear in The United States (Gordon, 248). Freedom’s Journal was the

enterprise of Cornish, Russwurm, and several other prominent free African Americans.
Cornish and Russwurm’s journal laid the foundation for what would become the Negro

Press, with the editors expressing the reasons why African Americans felt that such
publications should exist in the United States. The need for African Americans to be able

to express their own opinions and feelings regarding political and racial issues—while

offering a narrative that deviated from the beliefs held by the majority during the 1800s—
is expressed fervently by the authors. In a note addressed to the journal’s patrons in the
first issue, the editors write, “We wish to plead our own cause. Too long have others
spoken for us. Too long has the public [sic] been deceived by misrepresentations in

things which concern us dearly.. .our vices and our degradation are ever arrayed against
us, but our virtues are passed by unnoticed” (Cornish and Russwurm). In the publication,
Russwurm and Cornish argue that African Americans are unjustly portrayed by white

publications, who use the habits of few to project an image of all African Americans.

While the note is respectfully written, the authors offer critiques of pre-Civil-War society,
11

criticizing their “friends” who feed into the beliefs of the media’s representation
of African Americans and live comfortably “in the practice of prejudice” while not

actually being racist and even rejecting the fundamentals of racism (Cornish and
Russwurm).
Using the publication as a mouthpiece to unify African Americans, the writers

urge their peers to educate their children, and offer their sympathies and prayers to their

brethren in bondage, while observing that African countries and other African peoples are

seeing vast improvements and “The world has grown too enlightened to estimate any
man’s character by his personal appearance” (Cornish and Russwurm). The authors

sought to make their journal a means of discourse between African Americans throughout
the whole of the United States, stating that they would share any and all useful

knowledge of Africa and African thought as more information became available to the

public, “proving that the natives of it are neither so ignorant nor stupid as they generally
have been supposed to be” (Cornish and Russwurm). Cornish and Russwurm’s first

publication ends with the two calling for more black writers to create content so that their
voices can be heard, as well as urging white writers to consider using the stories of real
African Americans rather than basing their writing on assumptions. Freedom’s Journal
should be remembered for the editors’ original missions of countering the defamatory

narratives surrounding blackness which were common during slavery, and still exist
today.

Freedom’s Journal would continue to be published for two years, maintaining a balance
between informational and entertaining content, featuring articles on several African
countries to expand readers’ knowledge of these countries, highlighting the achievements
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and biographies of free African Americans, and advocating for political rights for black

people while opposing lynching and slavery. The newspaper, which cost approximately

three dollars per year for subscription, circulated in eleven American states and reached
Haiti, the District of Columbia, Europe, and Canada. During Freedom’s publication, it is

estimated that the journal employed between fourteen and forty-four African Americans
at a time, both as writers and subscription renewal agents. David Walker, who, along with
Baptist minister Thomas Paul, was one of Freedom’s Journal’s first agents in Boston,

would go on to become editor of his own appeal against slavery. Following Cornish’s
resignation from the journal in 1827, Russwurm became the sole editor of Freedom’s

Journal and began to promote colonization and the colonization movement. The radical
shift alienated many of the journal’s readership, leading the paper to become defunct in

March of 1829. Cornish attempted to revive the paper under the name, The Rights ofAll,
but that paper ceased publication within a year. Cornish would later go on to become co

editor of another black newspaper, The Colored American, published from 1837 to 1842.
Although Freedom’s Journal did not have a long run, it’s creation and its content
provided the catalyst for black-edited and organized newspapers, Civil Rights
newspapers, and Antebellum Reform papers to make their emergence in The United

States. By the beginning of the Civil War there were forty black-owned and operated
newspapers in the country (PBS); while some of them, like Freedom’s Journal, protested
restrictions placed on African Americans, others “stressed the importance of education
and self-improvement” (Slagle 18) hoping their messages would reach American higher-

ups and make a difference. However, one prolific editor was neither concerned with idle
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protest nor appealing to white Americans, choosing to take an extraordinary stance

against slavery.
After Freedom’s Journal: Walker’s Appeal

Following the collapse of Freedom’s Journal, David Walker, a clothing store

owner, and former writer for Freedom’s Journal, became the author and editor of
Walker’s Appeal in Four Articles Together with A Preamble to the Colored Citizens of
the World, But in Particular and Very Expressly to Those of the United States ofAmerica
(1829). The appeal, typically shortened as Walker’s Appeal, was published in pamphlet
form in September 1829 and gained widespread distribution, with Walker creating two

subsequent editions of his original appeal. The contents expressed herein concern
Walker’s third and final edition. The four articles contained within Walker’s pamphlet
are titled: “Our Wretchedness in Consequence of Slavery” (8), “Our Wretchedness in

Consequence of Ignorance” (16), “Our Wretchedness in Consequence of the Preachers of
the Religion of Jesus Christ” (26) and “Our Wretchedness in Consequence of the

Colonizing Plan” (32). Although several Antebellum Reform newspapers existed at this
time, including Rights ofAll, National Reformer, The Elevator, The People’s Press, The
Genius ofFreedom, The Palladium ofLiberty, and The Christian Recorder (Gordon 249),
few of the newspaper editors are remembered by name. Walker is remembered for the

bold stance against slavery and oppression he expresses throughout his appeal, making

his appeal one of the first known militant editorials to appear in the pre-Civil War period,

contrasting with “conciliatory” (Crockett 1) publications circulating at the time.
Acknowledging the threat to his safety, Walker states in the preamble of his
appeal that he is aware he will be “assailed by those whose greatest earthly desires are, to
14

keep us in abject ignorance and wretchedness” (Walker 5), yet he continues by asking
readers to consider how his situation, or that of any other American of color, could get

any worse. Throughout his appeal, Walker refers to “White Christians of America” as
“pretenders of Christianity” (Walker 4), stating his wishes that any followers of the bible

consider his words impartially and believe that God intended for men to serve him alone,
rather than creating a world in which humans were allowed rights as lords and masters.

Challenging the belief that African Americans were below white people, Walker states
that true believers should be able to “dispense with prejudice long enough to admit that

[colored people] are men, notwithstanding our improminent [sic] noses and woolly
heads” (Walker 7) and vehemently argues that White Americans “treat [Colored people]
more cruel and barbarous than any Heathen nation did any people whom it had subjected,

or reduced to the same condition” (Walker 4), listing white slaveholders as the natural
enemies of all colored people. Walker also invites African Americans to question the
psychological and social conditioning of slavery, and evaluate their mass in numbers,

offering a hypothesis that in many states, black Americans outnumbered their white
counterparts three to one. Walker uses the theme of “rising” to question when the time
will come that colored people will rise against their abusers, urging enslaved blacks to

rise up against slave masters.

To ensure that his appeal could be read not only by free Blacks in the North, but
also by blacks still in bondage in the South, Walker employed several Southern contacts

to distribute the pamphlet throughout Southern states, requiring that it be read aloud to

those who were denied the right to literacy by slave owners. While some of the pamphlets
were mailed, others were smuggled from ships docked at ports; and many were sewn into
15

the lining of clothing Walker refurbished at his shop, as the clothes he acquired typically

came from bartering that took place between sailors and bartenders and were sold back to

sailors and other laboring men by Walker. This discrete method allowed for other African
American dealers to find the hidden pamphlets (Crockett 1) and protected some

distributors from being found supplying copies. The pamphlet was discussed and admired
within Boston’s society of free blacks, read aloud by northern black abolitionist

preachers, and was even circulated throughout a Southern tavern owned by Jacob Cowan,
a slave and secret distributor. Cowan, as well as several other distributors, were

imprisoned or killed because of their role in spreading Walker’s message. Southern
states, including South and North Carolina, Louisiana, and Georgia passed laws issuing

harsh punishments, including the death penalty for anyone found either to be distributing
or in possession of Walker’s appeal or other abolitionist editorials (Crockett 1).

Walker’s Appeal inspired future civil rights leaders, most notably Frederick
Douglas, and provided much of the dialogue and rhetoric used against racism and

violation of African American rights to social freedoms during the Civil Rights
Movement. The contributions of Walker and other Antebellum Reform editors display a

distinct urgency to fight against oppression, providing a precursor for two of the comics,
Black and Bayou, that this paper will explore. By sparking conversations about the
political and social inequalities of African Americans and questioning the government

mechanisms and thought-processes which allowed racism to continue in America, black
editors of the early-to-mid 1800s paved the way for future African American writers to

expand the tradition of socio-political analysis and reform through written discourse

about the hardships and injustices that they face within American society.
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Thepre-World War Period
By the early 1900s the Negro Press was rapidly becoming a way for black writers
and editors to reach other African American readers and share their collective mission of

obtaining black freedoms and democracy. New newspapers and magazines emerged to fit
a new generation of Black Americans. These publications include the Afro-American; the
Guardian; the Chicago Defender, Crisis; The Journal ofNegro History; The Messenger,

and the short-lived magazine The Voice of the Negro, featuring prolific writers like

“Kelly Miller, Booker T. Washington, William Pickens, W. E. B. DuBois, and Mary
Church Terrell” (Gordon 251). The pre-World War period also witnessed a boom in
black comics, many of them political. Willbert Holloway’s Sunny Boy Sam, appeared in

Pittsburgh’s black newspaper the Pittsburg Courier from 1928 until 1969, winning
awards for his cartoons against the horrific lynchings by the Ku Klux Klan. Jay Jackson’s

As Other’s See It appeared in The Chicago Defender (Gates VIII); Black and Jewish Ollie
Harrington was head cartoonist for New York’s Amsterdam News, creating Dark
Laughter, in the 1930s, which presented an “uncompromising” (Gates IX) attack on

racism in America; and although few readers knew he was black, E. Simmons Campbell

was the first self-identifying black cartoonist to have his work featured in a mainstream
media. Campbell’s cartoons appeared in major publications such as Playboy, Esquire,
and The New Yorker (Gates IX) between the 1930s and 1960s.

Thepost-World War Period

Following American involvement in the World War, many African Americans
returned home to find their part in the war effort had little impact on their treatment

within the United States. A “spirit of new defiance” emboldened the “New Negro”
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(Gordon 252) after the war, and Black editors began more radically fighting for equality,
sympathizing with the politics of other countries, and questioning American traditions.

Publications during this time period included the opinions, stories, and socio-political
concerns of African Americans, amid the tumultuous backdrop of pre-Civil Rights

America. The material within post-World War publications resonated with Black readers,
who had grown weary of the limited attention mainstream media gave to Black issues. In

a 1947 article published in The Journal ofNegro Education, Doxey A. Wilkerson states
that the Negro Press, “consists of materials which are of special interest to the Negro

people, but which are dealt with inadequately or not at all by the general press. It fills a

vacuum resulting from the neglect by most general media of all except crime, sports and
sensational news about Negroes” (Wilkerson 512). As Black newspapers became more

professional in appearance and content, many Black writers began to take up careers as

journalists. According to Bureau of the Census statistics detailed by Wilkerson, by 1945
there were 155 Negro newspapers in publication distributed across 33 states, many of

which were published weekly and were priced between five to twelve cents per copy,
with most larger newspapers priced at ten cents. One hundred and six of these Negro

newspapers saw a 27.1% increase in net circulation compared to 1943 statistics, jumping
from 1,293,261 to 1,643,331 (Wilkerson 513) and by 1947 there were approximately 100

(Wilkerson 515) Negro magazines in publication.

When the Negro Press first emerged, the idea that African Americans should be
able to tell their stories and share their own opinions was novel to public opinion, but the

ideals formed during the pre-Civil War period cemented the need for African Americans
to share their experiences. The birth of the Negro Press was crucial in establishing a need
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for representation of African Americans from an authentic perspective and bringing

attention to both Black achievements and African history, consequently shaping much of
the discourse surrounding representation and racial protest that would inspire the Black
art, literature, and Civil Rights movements of the last century. The newspapers and

magazines of the Negro Press not only brought forth new ideals but helped emerging
black comics and authors achieve publication and reach broader audiences during a time
when popular media ignored the work of black authors. Without the Negro Press, many

Black comic writers’ work would never have gained notoriety.

2.2 Expressions of Identity: Black Modernism and Black Arts Movements
During the turn of the century, Americans grappled with modernization, the

“structural changes in the economy of the United States,” that ultimately produced a
“culture of consumption” (Gordon 4). Modernization for Americans meant “the

expanded and intensified geographical circulation of persons, goods, and capital; the rise

of industrial manufacture” (Harper 356), and a changing social climate. Writers and
artists sought to reflect both America’s changing economic and social climate, and the
American response to such changes. What became evident, however, was the extent to

which African Americans had been impacted by American modernity and influenced
American modernization. The slave trade was a fundamental element of American

capitalism, and because of the invasion of African countries, “black populations

experienced the radically transcultural contact that is understood to be one of modernity's
hallmarks” (Harper 356). As James Smethurst details in The African American Roots of
Modernism: From Reconstruction to the Harlem Renaissance (2011), following the end
of slavery, economic, political, social and financial restrictions in the form of Jim Crow,
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segregation, and housing laws were put in place to suppress the rights and freedoms of

African Americans, even as “representations, re-creations, and reproductions of black

voices, black bodies, and black culture fueled the growth of many of these new mass
culture industries” (6), such as the film and music industries, and as several Black

culturists argue, the publishing industry.
It was because of this disenfranchisement that during the time period following

the end of the Reconstruction era and beginning of the Harlem Renaissance, “some Black

writers came to feel a need for the creation (or recognition) of a distinct African
American literature representing, channeling, and serving some notion of a Black

‘people’ or ‘nation,’ while others... sought to place their sense of African American

expressive culture, experience, and subjectivity at the heart of modern ‘American’

literature (and modem ‘American’ citizenship)” (Smethurst 2). From its beginning Black

modernism thus had two goals: one aimed at the creating a new literary tradition
concerned with Black experience and Black identity, created for Black audiences; and the

other expressing the extent to which African American history and innovations—such as
dance, music, storytelling, and otherness—influenced and contradicted American

literature and American identity (Smethurst 2). One means of claiming Black cultural
identity, American citizenship, and asserting Black influence over the literary tradition

was through the reclamation of African American folktales.
In “The Politics of Negro Folklore,” Henry Louis Gates Jr’s foreword to Maria

Tatar’s The Annotated African American Folktales (2017), Gates explains that like most
African storytelling, African American folklore flourished as an “oral lore” consisting of
an amalgamation of folktales from various parts of Africa, exchanged by slaves who
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“learned to communicate [with each other] across language barriers” and recycled their

own folktales while creating new ones with both African and European—and possibly

Asian—influences (Gates). The oral stories told by slaves were “crucial components of
[their] identity-formation and psychic survival” in America and would become “key

aspects in shaping ‘African American’ culture” (Gates).
Unfortunately, the oral tradition that preserved African American folkloric
tradition also dictated that after the end of slavery these stories would often be co-opted
by those who possessed both the literacy to write them and the power to publish them for

a large public audience. The distortion and mass publication of African American

folktales was common amongst slavery-apologists during the Reconstruction and post
Reconstruction eras, as exemplified by the work of Joel Chandler Harris. Harris’ widely

popular Uncle Remis (1876) stories removed the authenticity of African American

experience from his narratives, “romanticiz[ing] antebellum life in the South and
render[ing] the relations between masters and their slaves in metaphors of consanguinity
such as ‘aunties’ and ‘uncles’” (Gates), and much of the cynicism toward slavery

expressed by the slaves was weeded out.
The years following the success of Harris’ stories saw several other white
folklorists scrambling to “discover” (Gates) authentic and unique African American

folklore. Although these folklorists noted the value of black folkloric tradition, this
reverence was undermined by both the pro-slavery narratives of many collections and the
marketing used to distribute them. Several collectors promised that, unlike others, their

stories came directly from “some” African Americans who possessed African lineage
dating back only one or two generations. The need early folklorists felt to distinguish the
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authenticity of their stories in terms of proximity to African ancestry possessed by the
African Americans from whom their stories were collected, came from popularized anti

abolitionist beliefs that so-called “native Africans” did not retain anything of their
African culture, effectively having no cultural tradition of their own (Gates). Such

assumptions were not commonly offset by many free African Americans who willingly
sought to distance themselves from their folkloric traditions, and all other remnants of

slavery.
It was not until 1894 that The Hampton Normal School, now known as the

historically- Black Hampton University, created the Hampton Folk-lore Society. The

Folk-lore society was featured in the school’s magazine the Southern Workman, a

monthly publication which ran from 1872 until 1939 (Gates). The Hampton Folk-Lore
Society’s goal was to preserve the black oral tradition, gathering stories before many of
them had been erased from African American memory. Enlisting William Wells Newell,

a former philosophy professor at Harvard University and founder of the 1888 American

Folklore Society, and Anna Julia Cooper, “pioneering black feminist,” author of A Voice
from the South (1892), and member of the Washington Negro Folk-Lore Society, the

Hampton Folk-lore Society organized a meeting to rally African Americans to

immortalize their oral traditions by committing them to paper. As Newell claimed, doing

so would not only Americanize African Americans, cementing a history of their own
cultural traditions, but help them reclaim their origins and provide a reclamation of Africa
as their homeland (Gates). As Newell passionately argued, “‘It is of consequence for the

American Negro to retain the collection of his African origin, and his American

servitude.. .for the sake of the honor of his race, he should have a clear picture of the
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mental condition out of which he has emerged: this picture is not now complete, nor will
it be made so without a record of the songs, tales, beliefs, which belongs to the stage of
culture out of which he passed’” (Gates). Engaging with slavery and storytelling

presented African Americans a means of celebrating the rich history of music, black

language, spirituality, and resilience that African Americans both preserved and adopted

in order to survive slavery and forge a new identity for themselves.
Following the meeting, more genuine collections of African American

folktales that moved away from romanticizing the South and reflected the folktales as
they were originally intended became published. Harris’ stories were famously criticized
by pioneering black writer Charles W. Chesnutt, whose collection of folktale stories, The

Conjure Woman (1899), presented a reclamation of Negro folk tradition by exploring
Voodoo, establishing that African American identity was linked to African heritage,

offering realistic depictions of slavery’s brutality, and comically mocking Harris and his
Uncle Remus figure by writing a similar character, Julius McAdoo, who uses storytelling
to trick a white story writer into inadvertently helping slaves escape (Gates). The renewed
interest in African Americans writing folklore continued into the Harlem Renaissance,

with black writers, folklorists, and anthropologists like Langston Hughes; Arna
Bontemps; Zora Neale Hurston, “Hoodoo in America” (1931); Alain Locke, The New

Negro (1925), Thomas W. Talley Negro Folk Rhymes (Wise and Otherwise) (1922); and

Arthur Huff Faucet either writing folkloric poems and tales, or opinion pieces
encouraging other African Americans to write their stories. Several white folklorists,

including Elsie Clews Parsons, Folklore of the Sea Islands (1923); and Edward C.L.
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Addams were also key figures in the preservation and collection of African American
Folklore.
While the Harlem Renaissance ended in 1930s, the need for representations of
African American identity that countered white narratives in popular culture and further

asserted Black realities would be revived in the Black Arts Movement of the 1960s. The
Black Power Movement occurred alongside the Black Arts Movement, both calling for

changes in politics and art for African Americans. While both movements reflected a
desire for “self-determination and nationhood,” the Black Arts Movement “proposed] a

radical reordering of the western cultural aesthetic... a separate symbolism, mythology,
critique, and iconology” (Neal 29). The goal of many Black writers involved in the Black

Arts Movement was to replace the Western aesthetic with one that reflected the cultural
and racially charged experiences of African Americans and removed the oppressive (Neal

30) ideals of white America from Black stories, to create stories that African Americans
could relate to.
Critic Phillip Brian Harper argues that “ramifications” of modernity have not “yet
fully played out... [because] as consequential phenomenon modernity itself just keeps on

happening” (Harper 356), and thus Black Americans will continue to adapt their

expressions of Black identity within American culture. The Black-authored comics that
are the subjects of this thesis depict various expressions of Black identity within America

throughout different time periods, reflecting changes in discourse, political movements,
and American ideals, as well as rejecting interpretations of Blackness that flooded
mainstream comics.
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CHAPTER III
POLITICAL INFLUENCES OF MAINSTREAM COMICS

3.1 Fighting War with Racism: The Writers’ War Board
Throughout the 1930s and 1940s, although Black characters existed in comic
books, fully humanized representation for black characters was severely lacking in the

comic book industry, as the most popular of these characters were based on visual racial
stereotypes and caricatures of black identity. Black characters were designated as either

sidekicks to white characters, servants, or side characters. These black characters were
usually of lower intelligence than their white peers, lacked self-awareness, their tendency
to fumble tasks was used to provide comic relief, and they were illustrated with physical

characteristics that embodied black stereotypes, making them visual depictions of
minstrelsy.
One such character was Washington Carver “Whitewash” Jones (Gateward &
Jennings 8). “Whitewash” created by Stan Lee (Davis 275) was a side character featured

in Marvel’s The Young Allies in 1941. He was drawn with incredibly large, ovoid lips,
big ears, wide eyes, and was characterized by dim-witted responses and a Southern

dialect composed of improper and broken English. In one page of the comic, as Bucky

introduces the Young Allies to an agent for the British government, he proclaims that
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Whitewash’s most notable skill is being able to “make a harmonica talk,” to which

Whitewash responds, “I is also good on de watermelon,” (Cronin 2010). Ironically, and
perhaps laughably, the term “whitewash” is used today when something is “[altered] in a

way that favors, features, or caters to white people.” Considering both the term’s original
definition—covering up something unfavorable or incriminating—while also considering
that it is common for Stan Lee to insert small jokes into the pages of Marvel’s comics

(whether well-received or ill-advised), it can be gathered that Lee may have intended the
name as a clever joke. Whether he was playing on the Writers’ War Board’s ludicrous
demands or simply believed that it was humorous to give a strange name about lathering

something with white veneer to a black minstrel figure, Lee’s naming of the character has
lived on in infamy. The new usage of the term today makes the character all the more
detestable, as an embodiment of black stereotypes meant to produce a lovable black

character, created by white artists for the sake of uniting U.S. citizens.

Steamboat, another black character “created to capture the affection of [N]egro

readers” (Cremins, 106), appeared in Fawcett Comics’ Captain Marvel series between
1942 and 1945. Steamboat was rendered every bit as offensive in appearance as Marvel’s

Whitewash Jones. Visually, his appearance is more ape-like than human, and his position
as Captain Marvel’s valet (criticized by many as a “manservant”) earned his character the
ire of black civil rights groups, leading Fawcett to eventually pull the character from the

comic series in 1945 following requests for removal from a tenacious group of junior
high students who argued directly to Fawcett’s executive editor (Cremins 101). These

characters were not the first or last instances of racial stereotypes in comics. America’s
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history of prejudice, along with World War II, inadvertently contributed to the spread of
demeaning stereotypes in comic books.

As Paul Hirsch details in “This is Our Enemy: The Writers’ War Board and

Representations of Race in Comic Books,” after recognizing the success of popular
comics such as Superman, Captain America, Captain Marvel, and Wonder Woman with
the American public and U.S. soldiers (456), the United States government, along with

The Writers’ War Board, sanctioned comic books as an effective way to distribute racist
propaganda and promote United States policies between 1942 and 1945 (448). Comic
books were chosen as “vehicles for propaganda” (456) because their affordability made

distribution easy and increased the government’s chances of reaching a multitude of

readers; they were read by a large and diverse audience of US civilians, children, and
soldiers; their simplicity made them easily comprehensible to many; and the common
classification of comic books as “lowbrow entertainment” (458) made it less likely that

people would suspect comics were being used to promote a covert government agenda.
Further, comics were not bound by the same censorship rules as other media. The

Writers’ War Board issued letters to several comic book publishing companies, enlisting

DC, Fawcett Publications, and several others to align with them in creating comic books
that pushed the governments agenda. These comics encouraged Americans to join the

war effort, and conflictingly, portrayed Germans and the Japanese in overtly racist or

stereotypical ways, while attempting to “promote the contributions of Chinese, Jewish,
and African Americans” (448), as a means of unifying all Americans against their

wartime enemies. The government and The Writers’ War Board were able to effectively

use comics to promote perceptions of race and ethnicity (449), however, their efforts to
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promote unity among Americans by highlighting the achievements of minority groups
only served to produce more stereotyped depictions of minorities within comic books.

The “racial harmony” (452) pushed by The Writers’ War Board often included the use of
stereotypes of African and Asian American characters, often did not put black and white

characters in the same panel together (480), used the assistance and achievements of
white characters to overshadow the victories or social activism of black characters (482),
and had the opposite effect of teaching children that ‘“racial intolerance was inevitable
and had always been a part of history’” (460), as the Writers’ War Board executive

secretary realized, when discussing one of the approved comic books with her children.
The problem was owing to the government and the Writers’ War Board’s use of comics
to alter race perception without thorough understanding of the implications and effects of

visual racism.
Although comic book companies attempted to produce stories that encouraged
racial equality—like Fawcett comics who issued an October 1994 issue of Captain

Marvel, Jr, titled “The Necktie Party,” which had an anti-lynching storyline (476)—these
companies often still published characters which contradicted their message of racial

unity. While Captain Marvel, Jr, possessed seemingly important messages about racial
equality, Captain Marvel still had his valet, Steamboat, who New York City’s Junior
High 120 student activists lambasted for not being a true representation of the Negro
race, arguing that readers would believe differently. While executive editor of Fawcett
comics Will Lieberson ultimately decided to remove Steamboat from Captain Marvel, he

initially disagreed, stating that he included Steamboat and other caricatures “‘for the sake
of humor’” (477). While race relations in comic books would begin to improve in the
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years following 1945, the combined efforts of the US government and The Writers’ War

Board created a wealth of stereotypical depictions of minorities, other countries, and
“viciously stereotyped African Americans” (486). Many of these comic book characters
were found to be so offensive that they have either been erased from the comics
altogether, or their storylines have been written in modern retcons.

3.2 When “Marginalized Heroes'” were White
White comic creators attempted to address the Civil Rights movement, and racial

disparities through diversity narratives and black characters. In the quest for diversity and
storytelling that reflected the changing times of the nation many mainstream comic
writers employed white characters to deliver messages for American equality,
consequently “maintaining certain predominating hegemonic values of an archetype
superhero as someone who is good-looking, white, and male” (Bukac 120). The Black

heroes produced by Marvel and DC Comics, while breaking ground in the superhero
genre, unfortunately often equally missed the mark, producing black characters that did

not become “symbols of equality for African Americans” (Roeder 8) and imparting
“haphazard messages” (Roeder 14) about race that called for assimilation of minorities,

portrayed them as street toughs, and shied away from genuine conversations about race
while distancing themselves from any real connection with the Civil Rights Movement.

While an example of a Black hero that embodies white American ideology is the initial
conception of The Black Panther in Marvel’s Fantastic Four issues 52 and 53, discussed

in chapter two, examples of white superhero teams that were meant to reflect Civil Rights
race politics and promote diversity are Marvel’s X-Men (1963) and DC Comics’ Legion

of Superheroes (1958).
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Legion of Superheroes claimed diversity by featuring a cast of teen aliens,
“replacing Earthly races with alien ones who differed from the normative white

characters only in the exotic pastel colors of their skin” (Singer 110). Outside of the alien
races only white characters existed within the comics until 1976, nearly twenty years into
the comic’s run. Similarly, Marvel Comics’ X-Men, the most popular mainstream
realization of a team of marginalized superheroes was lauded at its conception for its

messages of “diversity,” though until 1975 all of the mutants ofX-Men were white
(Baron 49), and the majority were male. The creators, using the Holocaust as metaphor
and taking inspiration from the Civil Rights Movement, intended for the mutants of X-

Men “to be metaphorically marginalized.. .as an analogue for racial marginalization, and
to operate as reflections of the reader's own marginalized identities” (Stucky 30). The

problem with using non-minority characters as allegory for the oppression of and
prejudice toward minorities within American society, in either case, is that for the

majority of comic book readers, who are both white and male, “marginalization becomes
synonymous with being an outsider and this allows for a white straight man to be
rhetorically constructed as a marginalized figure” (Stucky 31). Further, these “hollow

claim[s] to racial harmony” (Singer 110) allow for writers to pretend to address race
while deflecting from real discourse about the treatment of minorities in America.
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CHAPTER IV
TOWARD A GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION ALL NEGRO COMICS

While dehumanizing African American stereotypes saturated popular mainstream
comic book media throughout the Golden Age of comics and would continue on a more
minimal scale throughout the Bronze Age, in 1947 comic books would become a vehicle

for “more accurate, positive portrayals of African Americans” (Howard 73), thanks to the

commitment of Orrin Cromwell Evans in publishing and syndicating the first comic book
edited and published by a black owned and operated publishing company, fully illustrated
and written by a team of black creators, and featuring only black characters.

Evans was bom in Pennsylvania in 1902 and started his career as a journalist
writing for a magazine at the age of seventeen before working with The Philadelphia

Tribune, the oldest African American newspaper in the United States today. Evans began
writing for The Philadelphia Record in the 1930s as the only black member of the
newspaper’s staff, becoming the first black reporter to cover general assignments for a

widespread newspaper. In the mid-1940s Evans wrote several articles criticizing the US
army’s segregation policies, resulting in a slew of death threats to him and his family
(Howard 3). His anti-segregation articles would go on to be published in both The

Chicago Defender and NAACP’s Crisis magazine. After The Philadelphia Record folded
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in 1947 following an employee strike, Evans began focusing on his goal of creating better
representation for African Americans when he realized that he would be able to reach a

wider audience through the medium of comics, rather than through his journalism
(Howard 73). Evans’ belief is backed by research conducted two years before in 1945,
when the Market Research Company of American reported that 70 million Americans

read comic books, translating to “roughly half of the U.S. population... [including] 95%
of all boys and 91% of all girls between the ages of six and eleven... [and] 41% of men
and 28% of women between the ages of eighteen to thirty” (Kelley 1). With the comic

book medium growing in popularity, Evans realized the strong potential for using All
Negro Comics to reach a mass of black children and adults to spread a message of black
pride and celebrate black heritage. A Time Magazine feature done on All Negro Comics

reported that Evans considered how “Negroes are usually ridiculed and their way of life

distorted in comics drawn by white men” (Time, 1947) when deciding to create his own
comic publishing company. Evans collaborated with his brother George J. Evans Jr., his
former editor at The Philadelphia Record, Harry T. Saylor, and several black cartoonists
and writers (all credited in All Negro Comics') to produce the first black owned and
operated comic book publishing company All Negro Comics in 1947. Evans’ efforts

resulted in the first and only volume of All Negro Comics, a 48-page comic book

anthology composed of four stories and three Sunday-comic-style shorts, all written and
illustrated by African American creators. The comics featured in the volume include

“Ace Harlem,” “Dew Dillies,” “The Lion Man,” and “Sugarfoot.” This chapter will
analyze “Ace Harlem” and “Sugarfoot,” two of the three most influential comics of the
volume. The third, and most influential comic, “The Lion Man,” will be expanded upon
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within Chapter 2, which addresses the connection between “The Lion Man” and The

Black Panther comics of the 1960s and 1970s.

4.1 Ace Harlem to the Rescue
All Negro Comics plays on popular mainstream character archetypes and

reinvents them for the consumption of black audiences, and importantly, black children.

Most notably, Time Magazine praised Ace Harlem, calling the “Dick Tracy-like” (Time,
1947) detective the comic’s star. Ace Harlem bares several similarities to the comic book

detective, who had been rising in popularity since his original conception by Chester
Gould in the 1930s. John Terrell, the creator of Ace Harlem, designed the character that
would be featured in All Negro Comics almost identically to Gould’s iconic detective,
presumably to catch the attention of young black audiences who would have been

familiar with Tracy. However, the first and foremost goal of Ace Harlem’s inclusion in
the comic is not to create a new version of Dick Tracy, but to honor and “point [out] the

outstanding contributions of thousands of fearless, intelligent Negro police officers
engaged in a constant fight against crime throughout the United States” (Evans 1947).
Gould’s Tracy was written as a hard-boiled detective with a loathing of the criminal

underworld that plagued 1930s Chicago. By comparison Ace Harlem, geared toward

children, is not as gritty and does not focus on real-life crime syndicates like the Dick

Tracy comics, which referenced major crime bosses.
However, the similarities between the characters are clear by examining side by

side renderings of Terrell and Gould’s iconic heroes. While Ace Harlem wears a blue suit

underneath a brown trench coat with a matching brown fedora throughout the comic

segment, by the end of All Negro Comics he is shown wearing a yellow suit, mimicking
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the clothing style of Gould’s Tracy, who was typically featured on comic book covers
wearing a yellow suit and matching fedora.

Figure 2 "Ace Harlem" All Negro Comics (1947)

Figure 1 "Ace Harlem"All Negro Comics (1947)

The two detectives are also drawn to possess some similar facial characters, with

their major differences, aside from the ethnicity of the characters, being the textured hair
concealed by Ace Harlem’s hat and the fine-bridged nose and broad nostrils Terrell gives
the character for a traditionally African American appearance, while Tracy is drawn with

a short cut and an aquiline nose. In select frames, the two characters are nearly
indistinguishable.

Figure 4 "Ace Harlem" All Negro Comics (1947)
Figure 3 Dick Tracy
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More important than appearance, however, is that the characters share a similar

manner of speech. Dick Tracy’s speech is written in a cool, matter-of-fact style, typically

broken with hyphenations, and at times he uses 1930s slang. Ace Harlem is, presumably,
set in New York City, with titular Harlem maintaining a stem and professional manner.
Ace Harlem’s cool and brief manner of speaking clashes with the broken Southernized
English often used to produce “dialect speech” of black characters in the 1940s, which

often relied on both dialect writing and ‘“eye-dialect—unnecessary orthographic
changes” (Jones, 38) that add to visual distortion and further enhance the stereotype of

black characters as incompetent, connecting them to comedic elements. Ace Harlem’s
speech is never written in ways that confuse the words “is” and “am,” he does not

pronounce “I” as “ah,” or “sure” as “sho,” three very popular patterns of writing 1940s

black comic book character dialect. Rather, it is clear that Terrell considers the
professionalism of the character and the metropolitan setting of the story when writing

the character’s conversations, “consciously fight[ing] against...the persistent pattern in
the first five decades of narrative cinema of characterizing black people as being

constantly afraid and dim-witted” (Davis 284). By comparison the criminals dress in
zoot-suits and speak mainly in “jive” (Time, 1947) slang, highlighting a distinct

difference between professional speech and street-slang. The importance of noting the
similarities between Terrell’s Harlem and Gould’s Tracy, is not to suggest that Harlem be
considered the African American replica of the iconic detective, but to acknowledge

Terrell’s subversion from popular comic book detective fiction. Unlike Gould’s comic
strip hero, who “seemed just as violent as the fare offered in comic books” (Gordon 3),
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Ace Harlem is not meant to be tackling crime syndicates, but fighting against the
criminals who disrupt African American communities at a local level.

Further, Terrell’s Harlem is portrayed as using his intellect, eye for detail, and the

help of his fellow officers to solve the case, even shown going to a partner working in the
forensics “fingerprint bureau” for help finding the murderers, before correctly deducing
that murderer’s he’s investigating are “new criminals—probably young tough muggers”

(11). When it seems that all of his leads have run out, Harlem uses the “charm root” (13)
found at the crime scene, to track down the shop of a medicine-man and eventually find

the living killer. The charm root infuses distinctly Southern African American influence

into the metropolitan setting of Terrell’s comic, appealing to the score of “almost five

million African Americans” who had left Southern states for the north after 1940 (Matlin
875). Terrell uses the root to form a connection between the text and Southern African
American readers who will immediately grasp Terrell’s connection to root-work, a

popular practice among Voodoo and Hoodoo practitioners that emphasizes “the magical
uses of a number of common culinary and medicinal herbs” (Long 47). The root charm
also creates an allusion between Ace Harlem and Dr. Rudolph Fisher’s 1932 novel, The

Conjure Man Dies. Fisher’s groundbreaking novel was not only the first African
American detective novel, but the first detective novel to feature an all-black cast of

characters (Watson 166). It is by blending Gould’s popular detective serial comic of the
time with Fisher’s influence that Terrell creates the all-black world of Ace Harlem,
pulling his main character’s name from the urban setting of Fisher’s novel. Further, Blair
Davis notes that Ace Harlem serves as “a precursor to the strong, fearless police officers

portrayed by Sidney Pottier in In the Heat of the Night (1967) and by Godfrey Cambridge
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and Raymond St. Jacques in Cotton Comes to Harlem (1970)” (Davis 284), effecting the

comic book and popular culture genre by showcasing an intelligent, no-nonsense black
detective, who works with other black officers and professionals to protect his

community.
At the end of the volume, a poster with Ace on its cover encourages children to
“stick to church” and “save [their] energy for good clean sports” because “crime doesn’t

pay” (52). What is remarkable about the image, is that Evans uses the font and pose of
Uncle Sam U.S. Army recruitment posters. Considering that many African American

men returned from the first World War to find their rights and treatment in the U.S.

unchanged, Terrell is inspiring Black children to build moral fortitude, engage in
athletics—which did provide African Americans the opportunity to make a difference by
breaking “color barriers” (Gates IX) as shown by Jackie Robinson’s achievement in
Major League Baseball the same year that All Negro Comics was published—and to
continue to read. Effectively, Evans is inspiring Black children to consider that they have

choices in building their futures. The same page of All Negro Comics states that in the
next issue Evans planned to cover “Negro Trailblazers and Champions of the Sports

World” (52), revealing Evans’ desire to foster an interest in reading and healthy athletics

in black youth by celebrating achievements of Black people in the sports industry.

Celebrating the achievements of black champions, trailblazers, and basing Ace Harlem on

black local heroes, Evans and Terrell let Black children know that Black heroism and
advancement within America is not only possible, but a regular occurrence, contrasting
the narrative often found in comics, which “purported] that minorities could not be

winners or expected to win.. .imprint[ing] on young, impressionable readers’
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imaginations a sense of minority incapacity, incompetency, and impossibility” (Howard
1). While black children also see the criminals on the pages of Ace Harlem, these are not
the only examples that they are exposed to, and they are reminded to consider their
options and celebrate the strides black people are making in the real world, allowing for

black children to conceive of a successful future despite harmful narratives to the
contrary.

4.2 Reclaiming Black Minstrelsy: Sugarfoot
In what may seem at odds with the goal of Ace Harlem, Evans subtly addresses

racist tropes, and the history of all-black cast minstrel shows, using humor and historical

knowledge to combat the popularized version of the minstrel figure, which was prevalent
among white audiences, and recapture the minstrel in a way that appealed to black

audiences. Although Ace Harlem’s speech is proper, in Cravat’s “Sugarfoot” the entire
cast of characters’ speech is written in Southernized style, employing eye-dialect. To
understand the comedic appeal of the “Sugarfoot” comic, and why it was of importance

for black Americans to “recapture the almost lost humor of the loveable wandering Negro
minstrel of the past” (Evans), one must understand not only the way in which comedy,

specifically racially themed comedy, fits into the greater realm of Black consciousness
and Black history, but also the history of Black minstrelsy.

Figure 5 "Sugarfoot" All Negro Comics (1947)
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Although many find the idea of Black minstrelsy upsetting, equating it with
catering to racist white Southern fantasy or drawing a connection between the
mainstream use of the word “minstrel” as being specific to performances of white men

and women in blackface, traveling all-black minstrel shows were actually quite popular

with black audiences during the rag-time era, gaining in popularity during the 1890s and
“becoming an institution” (Abbot & Seroff 7) by 1920. As Lynn Abbot and Doug Seroff

detail in their 2007 book Ragged but Right: Black Traveling Shows, “Coon Songs, ” &

The Dark Pathway to Blues and Jazz, black minstrel shows provided a “backdoor
opportunity for employment” for many black performers seeking to find their way into
the entertainment industry, even as they “struggled to extricate themselves from

regressive ‘plantation show’ conventions and elevate the standards of their professions”
and provided African Americans professional opportunities to “explore their distinctive
musical folklore more forthrightly” (Abbot & Seroff). Many of these performances were

“under canvas,” a title meaning that they were conducted in tented traveling shows, not
unlike popular touring circuses at the time. Alexander Toliver’s Smart Set even featured

“wire walkers, trapeze artists, acrobats, jugglers, and unicyclists,” highlighting his desire

to create “a blues and jazz-heavy all-black circus” (Abbot & Seroff). These shows, which

dominated the Mississippi Delta, were typically well-received by black audiences, most
specifically black Southerners, who both “identified with” and “took pride in” the
performances (Abbot & Seroff) and were oftentimes well-received by Black newspapers.

The reach and popularity of all-black minstrel shows extended to the northern states, and
even to Europe.
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Black minstrel shows not only provided a method of jumpstarting black musical

careers that was unheard of at the time, but they allowed black viewers to see someone on

stage who looked like them and understood their experiences. Touring minstrel shows
started the careers of vaudeville pioneer Bert Williams, and singers such as Ma Rainey

and Bessie Smith, who both got their start in entertainment touring with F.S. Walcott’s
Rabbit ’s Foot Minstrels in 1915 (Brown & Rivers 187), following the death of the

company’s original creator, Pat Chapelle. Although the two singers were originally
dubbed “coon shouters” they were more glamorously “redefined as ‘blues singers’ by

1916” (Abbot and Seroff), and black minstrel shows would eventually be considered
black vaudeville entertainment. Chief dramatic critic for Indianapolis Freeman, Sylvester
Russell, also toured with Hicks and Sawyer’s Georgia Minstrels before ultimately

beginning his career as a critic with Indianapolis Freeman in 1898 and writing for them

prominently by 1909 (Abbot & Seroff). Ernest Hogan, another performer, originally
created the touring show the Smart Set in 1902 along with Billy McClain, providing the

framework for “a new era in black comedy” (Abbot & Seroff), causing a profound shift

in black performance by “popularizing] up-to-date black vernacular music, in
conjunction with the new ‘vaudevillized’ minstrelsy of the 1890s” and creating characters
that resonated with black audiences and “were breaking away from the stereotypes of

conventional blackface minstrelsy” (Abbot & Seroff).
While black minstrel performers still faced racism, segregation, and prejudice,

their work was groundbreaking in creating a space for black comedy, music, and
storytelling. Many performers even broke barriers, with Pat Chapelle establishing the
Rabbit ’s Foot Company in 1900, “[intending] to transform vaudeville through black
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ownership of touring companies and black control of management” (Brown & Rivers

178). The company was heralded in 1904 as “the only genuine colored company in the
country that [was] owned and managed by a colored man” (Brown & Rivers 185). Pat
Chapelle’s Rabbit’s Foot received both praise and setbacks due to the Negro Press.

Sylvester Russell routinely criticized Chapelle within Indianapolis Freeman on the
grounds of “regional prejudice,” referring to Chapelle as coming to New York “green
from the South” and thus not possessing the same talent as northern performers (Brown

& Rivers 179). George Knox, also of Indianapolis Freeman, criticized Chapelle as well,

in attempts to “undercut Chapelle’s standing,” reserving his praise for the northern black
minstrel manager, Lew Johnson, instead (Brown & Rivers 180). However, positive

feedback soon overshadowed the negative press. The Colored American’s E.E. Cooper
published a feature on Chapelle in August of 1901, praising him as a “Pioneer of Negro

Vaudeville” (Brown & Rivers 181); the Atlanta Constitution praised the humor, costume
quality, and diversity of the audience for Chapelle’s August 1902 show (Brown & Rivers
184); and by the end of that same year, Indianapolis Freeman’s journalists were writing

in support of Chapelle, calling him “one of the shrewdest colored men in the business”
(Brown & Rivers 185), and wishing for more black men in the minstrel and vaudeville
business. The Rabbit’s Foot Company was renamed for its new owner, Fred S. Wallcott,
and continued touring into the 1950’s.
As offensive as we may consider Blacks performing minstrelsy today, in doing so

we discount a vital portion of African American history and the doors this form of
entertainment opened for Black performers. While many critics have pondered the good
and bad of Black minstrel shows, and Black vaudeville performances, by engaging in
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these performances Black actors and musicians did what Michael Shane Breaux explains

is referred to as “transgressing race,” a term coined by Brandi Catanese. Transgressing
race is a “political act” black performers demonstrated by “entering territories (both

geographical and theatrical) that were deemed privileged spaces for white people, and by
performing impersonations and caricatures of multiple races and ethnicities, and

managing their own acts” (Breaux 29). Black humor is one of the primary methods used
to transgress race and create unity within the black community. As Levine states in Black

Culture/Black Consciousness, “the widespread existence of laughter throughout AfroAmerican history is in itself evidence of the retention and development of forms of

communal consciousness and solidarity among a group that too often and too easily has
been pictured as persistently and almost totally demoralized and atomized;” thus, one of
the prime functions of black-led minstrel performances, and a truth at the heart of black

comedy, is that it “presuppose[s] a common experience between the joke-teller and the
audience” (Levine 359). To put it simply, black minstrelsy was humorous to black
audiences because they felt in on the joke, rather than that their lived experiences,

mannerisms, and dialect was being mocked. And it is with this rich history in mind and a

goal to honor a tradition of black theater and black humor, that “Sugarfoot” is construed.
Situating “Sugarfoot” within the broader realm of black minstrelsy/black

vaudeville, and Black culture, in writing “Sugarfoot” to recover the almost lost minstrel
figure, Cravat harkens back to the comedic stylings and antics of many black minstrels

and black vaudevillians, leaving various context clues throughout the text. The story
employs slapstick comedy, double-entendre (in the form of the farmer’s buxom wife,

named Ample), and musical notes are drawn in several frames, sometimes aided by
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chorus lines. A visual and textual performance of vaudeville humor is performed by

Cravat, who mimics the raucous sound and theatrics of a live black minstrel show
through his cartooning and brings the reader into the atmosphere of a live performance.

Figure 6 "Sugarfoot" All Negro Comics (1947)

Figure 7 "Sugarfoot" All Negro Comics (1947)

Providing context to his storyline, Cravat plays with the names of his characters.
“Sugarfoot” signals to the reader that the story is an homage to black minstrelsy and

black vaudeville, as the name is likely a reference to the successful Sugar Foot Minstrels,
a traveling black minstrel show which allegedly performed under the title Sugarfoot

Green From New Orleans (Abbot & Seroff), to profit from the popularity of the pre-

established Silas Green from New Orleans black minstrel troupe. Snake Oil, Sugarfoot’s
sidekick, is named for the medicine shows (Abbot & Seroff) which travelled along with
minstrel companies; as Winifred Johnston recounts, attracting audiences with a banjo

(Johnston 390). In medicine shows, medicine showmen “dispensed music and medicine,”

with the ultimate goal of getting customers to buy their questionable concoctions, and
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“occasionally, the company consisted] of two men only, the doctor and the blackface;

and the cart slip[ped] into town and out again overnight” (Johnston 395). This exploration

of medicine shows and their part in minstrel performance illuminates many of the themes
employed by Cravat. Snake Oil is named for the fraudulent miracle cures peddled by

1900s traveling medicine showmen; although the two men claim to be musicians, Snake
Oil is the only character ever seen holding or playing a banjo (in exchange for a meal),

while Sugarfoot dances and smooth-talks both the farmer and his wife; and the beginning
and end of the comic shows the two partners walking along the train tracks, or,

“travelling by rail” (Abbot & Seroff), a method of transportation that was customary for

Southern black minstrel companies.
Although the feature is brief, as are most of the comics included in All Negro

Comics, through “Sugarfoot” Cravat reclaims a history of African American success in
theater and drama that was pivotal to the transition from minstrelsy to recording studios,

the stage, and eventually to fdm. Black minstrel shows were slowly becoming less
prevalent throughout the 1930s and 1940s, which Silas Green attributed to the growing

popularity of television (Abbot & Seroff) and would be little more than a thing of the past
by the mid-1950s, but they were fondly remembered by black audiences. While black

people in mainstream comics were still being portrayed as idle characters, speaking in

broken dialect even as “professional” characters, Cravat’s story counteracts this by
relegating dialect speech only to humorous context, removing the characters’ skin and

language from being the punchline, and refocusing the comedy into a situational context

in which genuine hijinks are necessary for the joke to land. Cravat’s work transgresses
race by not only celebrating black humor and black performance, or by allowing black
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Americans to laugh at many tropes which were stereotyped in America, but also by
entering into the white-dominated territory of comics, a transgression which is owed in
no small part to Orrin C. Evans and all of the black cartoonists and writers featured in the

comic’s first volume.

4.3 Bringing Color to the Panels: All Negro Comic’s Legacy
A second volume of the comic never appeared, as Evans was blocked from paper
and ink suppliers once they found out that the materials were being used to create an all

black comic series (Gateward & Jennings 5), and, as Blair Davis declares, accounts of

several comic historians conclude that the main factor in the stifling of Evans’ prepared
second issue was “systemic racism on the part of the comics industry and its affiliated
enterprises” (Davis 285). While evidence of the distribution figures of All Negro Comics

has all but been erased from history, it is known that the comic sold for fifteen cents, five
cents more than the average cost of comics at the time (Howard 73). Interestingly, but
unsurprisingly, Evans’ publication inspired major comic book publications such as
Fawcett comics to publish comics focused on black characters and aimed at black readers
(Howard 74), after realizing the opportunity to increase profits by appealing to black

audiences. In the same year following the release of All Negro Comics, Fawcett comics
released Negro Romance, a three-issue comic series which focused on short romance

stories of African American women as they navigated life and their relationships. The
comics are similar to Joe Simon and Jack Kirby’s Young Romance, a serialized romance
comics that ran from 1947 to 1959 (Nolan 6), depicting young lovers as they went
through their dating lives. Negro Romance was written by Roy Ald, but illustrated by

black artist Alvin Hollingsworth (PBS), about whom little scholarship and information
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exists, while it is known that he “drew for Avon, Fawcett, Fiction House, and Holyoke
Publishing” (Davis 295).

While it is remarkable that a Black artist collaborated with the company to bring
the characters in the comic to life, giving them traditional styles of African Americans at
the time, one notable characteristic is that the characters are drawn with racially

indistinguishable features. As Professor William Foster, who studies African American
representation in comic books and popular culture notes in PBS’s History Detectives

special “Civil War Letters, Aviation Fabric & African American Comic Books” the
Black characters within Negro Romance are “thin, attractive, well-dressed.. .so, you see

none of the typical ideas for African Americans—the hair—the noses are quite
thin... [they are] talking about going to college—very much the middle class dream.

Theoretically, they could be anybody if you changed their color—which is maybe the
exact idea they were trying to promote” (PBS).

A look at the comic verifies Foster’s sentiments.

The female characters noses are relatively thin and pointed,
making them nearly identical to characters readers might

see in mainstream comics. Further, while the stories
involve only black characters, the only reference to

“Negro” heritage is the skin color of the characters and the

title of the comic itself. Fawcett’s goal is evidently first and
foremost to create a series centered on African Americans

Figure 8 Negro Romance (1950)

which can be enjoyed by both Black and white audiences without actually intending to
tackle or bring awareness to race issues prevalent within the 1940s. It might be said that
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Fawcett’s comic “espouses platitudes of diversity while actually obscuring any signs of
racial difference” (Singer 107), because Fawcett chose to avoid actively discussing race

and diversity.
However, in recognizing these subtleties it must not be discredited that the cover

of Negro Romance not only features images of real African Americans modeling for the

photos, or that the comics take care not to represent African Americans through

stereotypical means. These characters are comfortably middle class, some of them attend
universities, hold professional medical and business careers, and their language is not
marred by broken patterns of speech. Despite Fawcett’s lack of race-relations in their
series, by bringing African American-centered tales into the mainstream, they create a

humanizing portrayal of Black characters and celebrating their achievements. Further,
Alvin Hollingsworth’s work was given more visibility, in a time where many Black

artists were not featured in mainstream comic book publications. The greatest difference

between the execution of the two comics lies in the intent of their creation. While
Fawcett wanted to highlight the world of African Americans as coexisting peacefully

within a white-centric society, offering a glimpse into the middle-class world of African
Americans in a way that was palatable to all readers; Evans’ comic creates a world that is

Afrocentric and made to be observed by and inspiring to black readers, not only in the
sense of representational politics, but by uplifting a community whose various

achievements were being marginalized by the mainstream media. Negro Romance is
remarkable in its representation of Black characters as American, and thus achieving
similar ideals of the American dream, but does not offer “the same range in story and

character types” (David 293) as AH Negro Comics.
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Despite his short-lived career as a comic book editor, Orrin C. Evans continues to
expand the scholarship on Black comic books as the originator of the genre, and was
posthumously inducted into the Will Eisner Hall of fame in 2014 (Davis 275). While

little criticism can be found on Evans’ comic or the writers and artists featured in it, All

Negro Comics continues to inspire young black artists and storytellers. Due to its being

placed withing the public domain, Ace Harlem will soon be reconfigured as Ace Harlen,
a detective based in Harlem, by Black comic book writer and founder of Dream Fury

Comics, Newton Lilavois. Lilavois hopes to “carry on the intended spirit” (Dream Fury
Comics) of Terrell’s character. And, most notably, Orrin and George Evans’ “The Lion

Man” inspired Stan Lee and Jack Kirby’s The Black Panther, and, I will argue, was used
as the basis to create much of Lee and Kirby’s plot and artwork.
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CHAPTER V
BLACK PANTHER VS. THE LION MAN
In the foreword to Orrin and George Evans’ comic “The Lion Man,” they explain
that the unnamed titular character is an “American-born, college educated young

scientist, sent to watch over the fearsome ‘Magic Mountain’ of the African gold coast.
Within its crater lies the world’s largest deposit of Uranium—enough to make an atom

bomb that could destroy the world” (31). Although written in 1947, several critics have
noticed that the premise of the Evans brothers’ comic, featuring a black scientist, a
“magic” mountain, and a compound ending in “ium,” is strikingly similar to the initial

premise of The Black Panther comics created by Marvel creator and comic book giants,

Stan Lee and Jack Kirby in the 1960s—who disagree as to which one of them is solely
responsible for the character concept despite the issue crediting Lee as scriptwriter and
Kirby as illustrator. Although the Black Panther is regarded as the first mainstream black

superhero, the similarities between the two comics have generated a few discussions
connecting the two heroes and questioning the authenticity of the “first” black superhero.

While Blaire Davis posits that the Lion Man’s “role as guardian to a reserve of powerful
natural resources marks [him] as a salient precursor to Black Panther’s similar role as
protector of Wakanda’s supply of the fictional metal vibranium” (291), Ed Power of the
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Telegraph writes off the similarities as “an uncanny coincidence given the creators of
Black Panther were unlikely to have ever clapped eyes on the obscure comic in which

Lion Man debuted” (2018). However, the similarities between the two comics extend

beyond the use of a magic mountain/sacred mound. Both The Lion Man and The Black
Panther are scientists of African descent who protect respective mineral compounds, yet

the visual similarities between Evans’ hero and Lee & Kirby’s are seen throughout

several frames in the comics, visual similarities which today would be grounds for a
strong copyright lawsuit.

The characters wear similar clothing, the necklace warn by The Lion Man appears
on the guards working in the “death regiments” beneath Wakanda, both stories feature a
scene where a machine gun is used to catch the villains off-guard, and both characters

must protect their mountain’s precious deposits from gun-wielding villains clad in safari
hats.

Figure 10 Fantastic Four issue 53 (1966)

Figure 9 "The Lion Man " All Negro Comics (1947)
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Figure 11 "The Lion Man ’’All Negro Comics (1947)

Figure 12 The Black Panther Jungle Action issue #6 (1973)

Figure 14 The Fantastic Four issue #53 (1966)

Figure 13 “The Lion Man "All Negro Comics (1947)

Figure 16 The Fantastic Four issue #53 (1966)

Figure 15 “The Lion Man "All Negro Comics (1947)
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As The Black Panther’s 1966 introduction and side by side frames of the two

comics show, they are far too similar in elements of plot, frames, and character costume
design for one not to consider the possibility that either Lee or Kirby had come across
“The Lion Man” before, and believed that they could improve upon the story to create a

hero who meshed well with the current political upheaval of the United States and the
massive transformation in race representation that was taking place within the comic

book industry. This is likely, considering that All Negro Comics was placed in the public

domain, essentially making the comic book free game for any cartoonists and writers who
wanted to use the storyline for inspiration. Without undermining the various details Lee
and Kirby added in creating The Black Panther, by considering the similarities between

the two heroes and concluding that, at the very least, the conception of The Black Panther

character was influenced by the Evans’ “The Lion Man” comic, we can answer the
question of whether Lee and Kirby’s Black Panther accomplishes Evans’ goal of
imparting pride in African American readers. For clarity, I will refer only to Orrin C.

Evans, as Evans, as the extent to which Orrin C. Evans contributed to the comic, but the

comic was published within his All Negro Comics anthology and reflects his goals for the

storyline and publication; and to both Lee and Kirby.

5.1 Lee & Kirby’s Black Panther
In their introduction to The Blacker the Ink: Constructions ofBlack Identity in

Comics and Sequential Art, Frances Gateward and John Jennings reference Jonathon
Gayle’s documentary White Scripts and Black Supermen: Black Masculinities in Comic

Books, revealing that Black creators in the film have expressed a “love/hate relationship”
(1) with Black male heroes, one of them being The Black Panther. Considering Wanzo’s
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statement that “The Black Panther comic book often plays with the notion that black
superheroes are unimaginable, that they could not possibly exist or do what they do”

(317), it is easy to see why Black critics and creators, while holding a fondness for the
Black superhero, possess an equal measure of contempt. While the Black Panther’s

depiction of an uncolonized African kingdom with the finest technological advancements

in the world was a revolutionary concept, from the onset of the comic the reader is
assailed by critiques of African technology, along with the crude and deeply prejudiced

rhetoric of the character The Thing. The African king T’Challa, is written as a flat
character with cultural practices that show incredibly scant knowledge of African
traditions—or an unwillingness to invent significant ones—on the part of Lee and Kirby.

T’Challa becomes more a plot device for encouraging western ideologies of assimilation
than a powerhouse of Black identity by the end of his initiation into the Marvel universe.

The cover of issue 52 displays The Black Panther, hovering over the Fantastic

Four as they attempt to escape him. The tagline on the comic reads, “The fabulous F.F.
are trapped in the incredible realm of ‘The Black Panther!”’ (5). The cover issue sets up

the Black Panther’s appearance as if he is a villain, an assumption which Lee and Kirby

allow to continue. After the Black Panther gets word that the Fantastic Four are
approaching Wakanda, he instructs his men to “Raise the totem! [and] Let the ritual

begin!” as “The time has come for the Black Panther to stalk once more” (8). As the
Black Panther calls the order, Wakandan men behind him dressed in loincloths, and fur

caps with horns, scream while brandishing spears and automatic rifles in the air. The
clothing choice of the Black Panther and the Wakandans not only plays on stereotypical

depictions of Africans but portrays them as menacing and violent, even when no threat is
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present. The aforementioned ritual involves the Black Panther hunting the Fantastic Four,
who are arriving to Wakanda under diplomatic invitation, because he cannot be sure of

his abilities to defeat Klaw, his enemy, until he has bested the superhero team.

The Black Panther’s insistence upon threatening his potential allies before making
peace with them is an element of his characterization throughout the first two Fantastic

Four appearances, as he is marked by a need to test his “skills” at the expense of both his
country and possible allies, usually as a means of asserting his wealth. To assuage The
Things questions about his “mechanized jungle” of Wakanda, The Black Panther reveals
that he constructed the land on a “lark” (35), to test the skills he’d acquired from studying

in various regions of the world. As Martin Lund argues in “‘Introducing the Sensational
Black Panther!’ Fantastic Four #52-53, the Cold War, and Marvel’s Imagined Africa”

(2016), the Black Panther’s admission of skill testing not only presents “an irresponsible

use of technology,” and his power as a ruler, but reinforces “imperial psychology” (9)
and is “prototypical of US conceptions of modernization” by going from the traditional to

modem (Lund 14 - 15) through success that has prompted his upward mobility, as
Wakanda still remains primitive. Further, that the Black Panther must iterate that he
received education, not only in Africa, but in “both hemispheres” (35) suggests that he

owes a good deal of his success and thought process to Western models of education and
philosophy. The Black Panther does not read as an authentically constructed African

hero, but a conduit for messages of white ideology, “made to embrace and express values
and tastes thought to be central to the culture and society of the United States and thus

become ‘American’” (Lund 13). While the Black Panther is incredibly intelligent,
expresses unwavering admiration for his father, hints at the herbs used in ritual practices
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(35), and swears to protect both his people and the vibranium mound with his life (31),
the bulk of his characterization is hollow. By the end of the tale, T’Challa’s messages

about defending his country and people are replaced by Western ideals of heroism and
allegiance to America and the world, displacing the king from his African associations.
The story is not truly about an African hero, but an American adventure in uncharted
territory. The adventure elements of the comic are only exaggerated by Lee, who when

returning to the main story of the Black Panther and the Fantastic Four playfully labels

The Black Panther’s storyline a “safari” (12), reinforcing the narrative as an adventure
for white readers and inviting them to share in the Fantastic Four’s regard of African

advancement as a shockingly sensational concept.

5.2 Gizmos and Stereotypes: Rejecting African Advancement
The Black Panther’s introduction begins with The Thing expressing disbelief that
an African could have access to technology. In the first frame of the comic, as Mr.
Fantastic, Invisible Girl, and The Thing ride aboard a “sky craft” (7) that Mr. Fantastic

reveals was a gift given to him by the African Chieftain known as The Black Panther,
The Thing wonders aloud “how does some refugee from a Tarzan movie lay his hands on
this kinda gizmo” (6)? The Thing’s comment expresses disbelief in the possibility that an

African man—and by extension, any African—could have access to prestigious
technology, regardless of their status as ruler of a country. The Thing is not alone in his

assumptions about Africans and their access to technological resources. When the four
recruit Johnny Storm, alias: The Human Torch, to accompany them to Wakanda to meet
The Black Panther, Storm’s disbelief mirrors that of The Thing’s. After Mr. Fantastic

once again divulges how he came into the possession of the advanced sky craft, Storm
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exclaims, “now I know you’re connin’ me! How does an African Chieftain latch onto a

plane that flies by magnetic waves?” (10). Although Lee writes Wakanda as an African

country that has never been colonized and possesses scientific and technological

advancements which rival most of the first world, these two aforementioned instances of
dialogue establish a general opinion to the audience that Africa is not technologically

advanced, and that to consider African technology which could transcend modem

technological and scientific advancements of the west requires the reader, along with the
Fantastic Four characters, to suspend disbelief in order to accept the existence of

Africans coming into possession of such technologies. While, unlike The Thing, Storm
means well, and follows up his interaction with Mr. Fantastic by expressing, “That’s the
gearest” (10), a feature of micro-aggressions is that they are often meant unintentionally,

and frequently occur without intent of malice.

Well-intentioned stereotyping within issues 52 and 53 extends beyond
speculations about Africa, Africans, and African inventions. However, The Thing’s

comments, do not possess the same spirited naivete as Storm’s comment, or Lee’s
narration of the Native American Wyatt Wingfoot who uses “the stealthy silence of his

proud, red-skinned forebears” (21) to assume victory over the Wakandan men. The
Thing’s observations on Wakanda, and almost every interaction that he has with The
Black Panther, are littered with unveiled stereotypes and micro-aggressions. In issue 53,

The Black Panther’s second appearance, the four sit on a stage below the throne of The
Black Panther, who has now revealed himself to them and presents himself as T’Challa,

while a group of Wakandans in white headdresses perform a ceremonial “dance of
friendship” (26) in the four’s honor. As The Thing stoically watches the performance, he
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remarks to Storm, “I still don’t get it! They tossed a buncha science fiction gizmos at us
that Doc Doom would’a been proud of usin! And now they’re actin’ like they’re all

charged up on account’a just inventin’ the wheel” (27). Although at this point in the

storyline The Thing has seen not only the sky craft, but other Wakandan inventions in the
lab that the four fought The Black Panther in, he still refuses to believe that Africans can
possess technology equal to a powerful villain within The Fantastic Four universe.

Further, his comment about “the wheel” calls to mind an image of primitivism, often

associated with Africa. While the popular idiom of inventing the wheel suggests a major
invention that greatly alters human advancement, his contempt for the Wakandan dance
performance and his disbelief suggest that The Thing feels the Wakandan’s pride and

excitement regarding their technological achievements is unwarranted. In one panel, The
Thing simultaneously reestablishes his stereotypical point of view and reduces the

incredible technology and achievements of the Wakandan people.

T'Challa does little to circumvent The Things verbal attacks, acknowledging that
“perhaps [his] tale does follow the usual patterns” (32) of colonialist narratives like

Tarzan, but with the exception that the villain was not an ivory hunter, but Klaw, “far
more dangerous—far more evil” (32). The acknowledgement suggests very little

difference from Lee and Kirby’s narrative and stereotypical Tarzan narratives, while
ignoring the threat ivory hunting poses to African countries by destroying the elephant
population and Africa’s “diverse ecosystems” (Xie 61), threatening the tourism industry,

resulting in the deaths of park rangers and citizens, and funding regional terrorist

organizations (Xie 62). In effective, Lee toys with discussion of political realities in
Africa, but never fully commits to engaging with these conversations, encouraging
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readers to refocus their energies on the fictional narrative, rather than deflect to discourse
about western commodification of African countries.

By ending the comic with T’Challa offering himself up as the protector of “all
mankind,” as the fight in Wakanda is “over” (45), Lee and Kirby ultimately reinforce
“colorblind ideology” (Stucky 31) in their introduction of The Black Panther. Alex Jay
Stucky, in “White Liberalism in Black Comics: Metaphorical Marginalization and the

Displacement of America” (2019), argues that colorblind ideology is a perspective on
race relations that “demands assimilation, rejects cultural heritage, and places the onus of

cultural acceptance upon the victim of bigotry” (31).
Such ideology taints the narrative, which sees T’Challa leaving his native country
to become a hero to the outside world, but only after prodding from the Fantastic Four
that the world does need another superhero. The move is unrealistic in context for readers

familiar with the history of African colonialization, who understand the threat that
outsiders and world powers would still pose to the Wakandan people and the mound of

vibranium ore situated within the sacred mound, apparently far more valuable than either

gold or diamonds habitually mined from other areas of the African continent. Lee and
Kirby’s narrative decision is even more baffling with regard to T’Challa’s storyline, as

the noble and dutiful king willingly neglects the threat of invasion and long history of

(relatively unexplained) African cultural traditions that Lee and Kirby created in

Fantastic Four issue 53. That an African ruler would put his country second to “mankind”
diminishes the morale of the narrative. As explained by Howard, the dissonance that

T’Challa’s removal from his own ideologies creates in black readers is that while seeing a
black character firmly planted in a position of power, as King of an African country,
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inspires pride in black readers, “when the sovereign black monarch of a high-tech

civilization is rarely allowed to exercise that power and authority over his White
counterparts, the pride is undercut” (67). T’Challa’s choice to leave his people and throne

to fight for justice as an ally of the Fantastic Four, fully immersing himself in America’s

battles and indulging an Americanized way of life, diminishes both his presumed
reverence for his country and his own position of power.

While Lee attempts to subverts the prevalent African tropes—the Tarzan
references, Africans being without technology—he ultimately reinforces them. By
repeatedly creating instances in which these stereotypes are referenced, reader’s attention

is reflexively brought back to them. The balancing act between stereotype and fictitious
reality allows for readers to fall back on the stereotype, remembering that Wakanda and

its people are elements of fiction, and that Western beliefs of Africa that encourage the

stereotypical language are reality. Furthermore, the bulk of racially charged dialogue
does not come from a villain, it comes from The Thing. While many may argue that The
Thing is characterized as the hotheaded member of the four, and write off his insults, his

verbalized viewpoints present an outlet for prejudiced readers to have verbal points of

disbelief that confirm their biased opinions of Africans and encourage stereotypes. It
should also be acknowledged that regardless of temperament, The Thing is still portrayed
as a hero, and the problem with his flagrant use of prejudice is that it reinforces the notion
that one can be both a defender of humanity, and a belittler of an entire population. While

Lee’s intention in including The Thing’s comments might have served to provide

examples of heteroglossia amid representation of an African society that is

extraordinarily technologically advanced, the intent is weakened by reaffirmations of
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prejudice that do not end with an exploration of systems of oppression, thus confirming

rather than eliminating cultural bias.
Although The Black Panther storyline has continued through the work of several

creators, and the initial character was popular enough with readers “to remain in
circulation” (Howard 140), the distinct differences between Lee and Kirby’s Black
Panther and Evans’ Lion Man are immediately noticeable. In Evans’ scenario, the

government has recognized that one of their finest and most intelligent minds is a black
man; further, they have decided that a black man is most capable of protecting their
greatest weapon, which so happens to be located in a country he has a historic connection

to. While Davis notes that the story does offer a “limited” glance into African culture,
what is clear is that “the ‘heritage’ that Evans hopes readers will appreciate in this tale of
the Gold Coast includes British exploitation of Africa’s natural resources such as gold,

ivory, and diamonds” (Davis 284). Set in Africa, the “Lion Man” is protecting not only
his American home country, but his ancestral land from thieves who would use the
precious and potent minerals Africa naturally possesses to destroy America. The elevated

position of The Lion Man, his unquestioned authority and intellectual capacity, are
elements that bestow pride in readers. Lee and Kirby’s Black Panther offers no such

understanding or admission to be required of either the United States government or the
American people, as the members of the fantastic four struggle to come to terms with the
idea that a black man even could be in possession of such incredible technology, and that

a black country of people could have managed to be a technological force to be reckoned

with. Although Lee does touch on colonization, his narrative is undermined by The
Things interjections, which trivialize the issue, making colonization more of a joke than a
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pressing matter for discussion. The dismissal of colonization and Africa as a joke make it

possible to read the “primitive” land of Wakanda, unaffected by colonialism, as an
attempt to alleviate white guilt toward colonialism by imagining an unspoiled Africa

possessing no hostility toward white westerners—despite Klaw’s invasion resulting in the
death of Wakanda’s former king. Lee and Kirby’s Black Panther, while written twenty

years after The Lion Man, is not only far less progressive, but maintains that black
“others” can only be accepted once they’ve relinquished much of their cultural

connections, and simultaneously embrace conflicting individualist and collectivist
ideologies embodied in American capitalism and the empty belief in fighting for

everyman. While the Black Panther would continue fighting alongside the Fantastic Four
and appeared in The Avengers, the character would not be given his own solo title until

the early 1970s, switching hands from Stan Lee to another white writer, Don McGregor.
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CHAPTER VI

REINVENTIN’ THE WHEEL IN MCGREGOR’S BLACK PANTHER
When Marvel decided to reprint and rewrite several characters, the opportunity to
recreate The Black Panther was given to Don McGregor. Starting his career with Marvel
a comic proofreader during the 1970s, McGregor noted that Jungle Action and several

other Marvel comics were “incredibly racist” (Morse 2020) and proposed making
changes to the storylines.
Don McGregor wrote the Jungle Action serial of the character under the name

Panther’s Rage, published from 1973 until 1976. McGregor’s incorporated updates and
alterations for the original hero have largely influenced the Black Panther character and

the world of Wakanda as they are known by fans and the public today. While McGregor

still plays on the “jungle” theme, sensationalizing the exoticism of the African “untamed

highland” (70) landscape, and referring to Wakanda as “a nation of paradoxes” because
of its technological advancement and “primitive” (93) traditions, he distances himself
from many of the pitfalls found within The Black Panther’s original story-arc,

establishing a personality and humanity for T’Challa that allows for a deeper
understanding of the hero, and creating a more afro-centric narrative and humanizing
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depiction of Wakanda that tackles colonization, inviting discourse on assimilation,
colonialism, and the effect of prejudice in destroying meaningful understanding and

relationships across cultures. The new comic was also largely illustrated by the black
artist Billy Graham, who had also illustrated the first leading Black comic book character

Luke Cage (Gate IX).
When given the task of writing a Black Panther series set in Wakanda, McGregor

has noted that he decided this meant, logically, that all of the characters “had to be Black”
(Morse 2020), an idea that he admits had both escaped the minds of several Marvel
editors and initially received pushback. In keeping with his vision for Wakanda, the cast

of McGregor’s Black Panther is almost entirely black, which has several implications for
McGregor’s text. Arguably, removing most white characters from the majority of his

work is a reversal of “enforcing racelessness” (Morrison 216). While some white writers
have insisted that “the presence of a racial Other” did not shape American literature or
identity, a move which Toni Morrison argues “in literary discourse is itself a racial act”
(216), McGregor reflects on American constructs of identity through omission of most

outside races, inspiring thoughtfulness about what American ideals like assimilation
mean for minorities.
The distrust the Wakandans have for “out-worlders” (67), any people not from
Wakanda, or seemingly Africa, is not in their ethnicity, but in connection with American

cultural practices. As McGregor’s text explains, the xenophobia experienced by the
Wakandans is grounded in their fear of colonization, a real issue which has greatly
impacted the African continent for centuries. Revisiting the story of Ulysses S. Klaw’s

invasion of Wakanda, McGregor expands upon how the assault nearly devastated the
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country. Attempting to secure the vibranium ore under the sacred mound, Klaw and his
men attacked small Wakandan villages and forced the villagers into slavery for the sole
purpose of mining the ore. McGregor’s narrative mirrors the invasion of Africa by
western countries to acquire and capitalize on Africa’s natural resources. While Wakanda

has never been colonized, for a period of time slavery did exist within Wakanda and led
to the displacement of several Wakandan men who were taken by force when Klaw’s

men retreated from the country.

Rather than recycle the theme of white villains invading Wakanda, McGregor
created the African villain Erik Killmonger, a Wakandan national who plans to overthrow

T’Challa as an act of revenge in the decades following Klaw’s invasion. N’Zadaha, the
village homeland of Erik “N’Jadaka” Killmonger, was one of the villages captured by

Klaw. Would-be colonizers killed Killmonger’s family before placing him in chains. The

effects of slavery are still felt throughout the country, which now faces insurgence from
Killmonger. Killmonger was stolen by Klaw’s men when Klaw’s forces were disbanded

by the Black Panther’s father, T’Chaka, effectively forcing Killmonger into the African
diaspora with no means of returning to his homeland for several years. Through Erik

Killmonger, who claims he chose the name Erik because he likes “the insolence” of it;
McGregor argues that colonialism, and perhaps many American teachings (as Killmonger

studied extensively in the United States) can only serve to create more colonizers and
perpetuate systems of violence, as Killmonger returns to his country determined to take

Wakanda by force, despite the injury and death it will cause his peers, and fully ignoring
the destruction he witnessed as a child. The threat posed by Killmonger’s return has
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caused Wakanda has revived the fears of the Wakandan people, who now react coldly

toward T’Challa, the absent king who abandoned his people.
McGregor returns T’Challa to Wakanda, where he finds his homeland in disarray

following his exploits with The Fantastic Four. McGregor’s story is far more culturally
complex, as most of the plot focuses on T’Challa’s attempts to regain intimacy with his

country. T’Challa’s people do not give him a warm welcome or see the value in his

dislocating and dissociating from his cultural values and customs to fight for freedom
abroad when his own country needed him. Upon his return, T’Challa realizes that he is

both no longer “attuned” to his native land or “an integral part of his heritage” (51). By

creating character monologues that allow readers a glimpse into T’Challa’s mental state
and offering his reflections parallel to the current state of Wakanda, McGregor creates a

palpable reflection on the ills inherent to assimilation, in which disconnect between a
person and their culture become increasingly harder to reconcile. Because T’Challa must

become reacquainted with his homeland and reflect on his absence, the once stoic African
king who spoke in stilted no-nonsense language in the Fantastic Four, is made more
sympathetic and relatable by McGregor, elevating him to a position of wisdom that

makes for a more empathetic character portrayal. T’Challa is shown at various points
throughout the novel caring for the elderly (50), accepting adverse council that points out

his shortcomings as Wakanda’s ruler (51), and working to bring unity to his kingdom
while fighting against forces that seek to disrupt harmony. The effect that rapidly

advanced technology has had on Wakanda—the result of T’Challa’s unchecked and
somewhat reckless ambition—and the disdain many in Wakanda have for it, explains the

more traditional clothing and customary practices of the fictional nation’s people.
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Wakanda’s kingdom is fully realized by McGregor, who establishes a “court assemblage”
(66) and various villages and tribal communities with different behaviors and customs,

listed on McGregor’s “Map of the Land of Wakanda” (60) as settlements. T’Challa
explores the various Wakandan regions, at first with the help of Taku and W’Kabi, his

respective “communications manager” (184) and second in command, until he can

understand the cause and scope of the revolution that has taken place in his absence.
Although McGregor uses T’Challa as the main conduit for his message against American

ideals of assimilation, he extends the message through the character Monica, T’Challa’s
African American girlfriend, as well. McGregor uses Monica’s “‘Americanness as an

opposition to the resident culture’” (Morrison 216), yet, importantly, the resident culture

in McGregor’s Black Panther is African, and thus free from the constraints of typical

immigrant imaginings that show cultural differences within America as oppositional, not
fully “American” despite their assimilation.
Even though Monica is an African American woman, she is repeatedly faced with

the culture-shock (202) of Wakandan traditions. The rituals that are sacred to T’Challa’s

people are viewed as dangerous by Monica, who holds different values and cultural

norms as an American than an African would. As Monica struggles to accept Wakandan
customs, T’Challa struggles, not with understanding customs which he already holds as
significant, but to become an important part of his country again. McGregor, highlighting

a notable difference in the way assimilation functions across cultures, shows that

assimilation for Monica means dealing with discomfort, suspicion, and breaking free of

Western ideals of civility that shape her own cultural prejudice. As T’Challa’s narrative

focuses on his return, Monica’s discomfort is contrasted with McGregor’s observation
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that for T’Challa assimilation in America meant sacrificing his connection to his African

cultural heritage and alienating his homeland in favor of western concerns and ideals of
justice. Through this perceptive cultural clash McGregor nearly creates a strong argument

for what Justin MacGregor, in his analysis of the poet Mudrooroo’s work, labeled
“counter-assimilation ” (31). Using MacGregor’s definition for counter-assimilation in

texts, they offer “a form and a content that do not subsume or marginalize an/Other.. .and
[generate] a hybrid form that accepts and inscribes difference” with only “some minor

slippages in language and form that repeat the marginalization of colonial discourse”

(31). Counter-assimilation thus breaks from what Greenman and Xie argue is “stylized
classical assimilation theory,” the assumption that assimilation is good and necessary for

upward mobility, specifically within American culture (2009). McGregor subverts
traditional colonial discourse by showing the intersection between American theories of

assimilation and a counter-narrative that seeks to explain how ethnic belonging and ritual

may be stifled by assimilating into western culture. While T’Challa may have received

acclaim and thus some semblance of upward mobility on America’s “foreign shores”

(54), it came at the cost of his position as an African king and has weakened his people’s

perception of him. By comparison, Monica’s inability to fit into Wakandan culture is
only partly owing to the xenophobia of the Wakanda people to western outsiders, as she

often disapproves of Wakanda’s cultural practices before attempting to understand them.
McGregor creates several instances in which Monica unwittingly offends the

Wakandans by interrupting their rituals and insulting their medicinal methods by
referring to them as “witch-doctor” (83) rituals. Similarly, Wakandans mistrust the
American reverence for “dock-tors” (149) and western medicine and principals. These
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disconnects have everything to do with culture and little to do with race. However, it is

hinted at by McGregor that Monica would fare much better with the Wakandan people if
she accepted their differences without attempting to “save” T’Challa from practices she
does not understand and released her belief that America was the dominant culture.

Monica’s attempts are often preceded by internal ruminations that she does not belong to
the culture. Throughout several panels, Monica looks at the Wakandan sky as she reflects

on her loneliness, wondering if “a similar dusk would color the sky-scrapers of New
York” (82). The “Tryin’ Times,” lyrics, by African American jazz and blues singer

Roberta Flack, that Monica hears in her head are juxtaposed with the chanting of W’Kabi
and Mendinao, a Wakandan herbalist. When Monica follows the chanting and finds the
two standing over T’Challa’s body, performing a sacred ritual, she attacks them,

assuming that they mean to harm him. The song’s lyrics that the world would benefit
from more love for one another (Flack 1969) provide ironic insight into decoding

Monica’s misstep in believing that Wakandan practices are harmful, as the juxtaposition
of song illuminates Monica’s reverence for the African American tradition over African

tradition. While she can understand the suffering taking place in America and the need
for unity to stop violence, she cannot understand the religious beliefs that unify
Wakandans, because she upholds an innate favor for American culture. Through

McGregor’s decision to write Monica admitting to T’Challa that she both doesn’t

understand Wakandan culture and “blew it again” (84) in her repeated attempts to
reconcile her cultural differences with Wakandan customs, McGregor provides “inclusion

without giving the receptor culture the higher status” (MacGregor 31), by arguing that
Monica’s fears are rooted in routinely unchecked ignorance. And by “not[ing] the
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nuanced differences” (Stucky 49) between T’Challa and Monica, McGregor engages with
and discounts the belief that African heritage and black identity are monoliths indicative

of innate commonalities.

The relationship between Monica and T’Challa calls into question American
criticism of Africa, and the effect that the imposition of cultural boundaries has on
forming meaningful relationships. As the two lovers embrace, T’Challa remarks that
“critics don’t need lovers,” before suggesting that they “play Tarzan” with a tongue-in
cheek joke about how “Americans love Tarzan” (214), and an observation about labeling

one culture as savage to push a popular story to the American public. The interaction

comes from issue 16 of McGregor’s Black Panther, which features the words “some
lovers need revolutions” on the cover in small print, and in much larger print illustrated
as if carved into the mountain region eclipsing the font, “And all our past decades have

seen revolutions” (211). While it seems ironic that McGregor’s revolutionary coupling
uses two black characters, his point is foremost in deconstructing the belief that people of

different cultures cannot form a connection and come to a place of mutual respect for one
another and their cultural beliefs. Monica is not prompted to assimilate, yet to respect the
culture of the land she is a guest in, and fails commonly, though not without reflection
that holds relevance for American audiences. Further, given the restrictions of the 1970s,

which still regarded interracial couplings in comics as taboo, McGregor is able to bypass
censorship by reflecting on “cultural identities,” and thus race and romantic relationships,

through T’Challa and Monica. It is not until Monica begins to accept the Wakandans,

realizing that she neglected to consider the Wakandan perspective (203) and cultural

attitudes, that she is accepted by them in return. McGregor presents an opportunity for
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transcending cultural boundaries only through recognizing cultural differences, rather
than attempting to ignore or alter them. The revolution his title page proposes is not
necessarily one of political change, but of personal perception and in believing that one’s

cultural beliefs should take precedence over another’s.
Although McGregor engages with colonial discourse with his use of words like
“primitive,” and Wakandans are portrayed as an unadvanced society that so happens to

have “paradoxically” invented the world’s greatest technology into their society,
colonialism and assimilation are treated as social wrongs and Monica’s favor for
American culture does not provide her any insight into Wakandan or African culture and

stunts her growth in Wakanda, effectively arguing that ignorance in favor of western

idealism causes harmful miscommunications which allow for another culture to be
otherized because of western fear. Despite the shortcomings of MacGregor’s text, and
that Wakanda is missing nearly all of the technological advancements its supposedly

known for, he establishes a fully realized—if not entirely shown—system of cultural and

religious practices in The Black Panther lore, extensively builds upon the Wakandan
kingdom and landscape, and is sympathetic in his rendering of the Wakandan people and

cross-cultural relationship. These components question depictions of American identity,
revealing how little understanding of outside cultures and identity groups American

ideology typically allows for.

6.2 The Legacy of the Black Panther
Don McGregor would eventually move The Black Panther’s storyline back to the
United States, in a plot that showed T’Challa and Monica fighting against the Ku Klux

Klan, in Black Panther vs. The Klan (). Several issues into the plotline, the series was
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canceled by Marvel, but the storyline would be completed several years later with Jack
Kirby back at the helm. Despite the shortcomings of either author’s portrayals,
McGregor, Stan Lee, and Jack Kirby have each been praised by modem writers of the

comics. In 1998, the Black Panther storyline was taken over by Christopher Priest, the
first Black writer of The Black Panther series and “the first African American to ever be

hired as an editor at Marvel” (Burroughs 61). Priest has praised McGregor’s
worldbuilding and character design within the series, and thus kept many aspects of
McGregor’s plot and Wakanda’s court assemblage the same. Priest updated Erik

Killmonger, creating a character far more “corrupted by Western values,” and used

“McGregor’s brilliant concepts of tribal castes within Wakanda” (Burroughs 67) as
inspiration for his conception of the Dora Milaje, the Panther’s scantily clad female

bodyguards and wives in training, who speak only to T’Challa (Priest 33) and are
described as “deadly Amazonian high school karate chicks” (Priest 11). Despite Priest’s

admiration for McGregor’s work, he has noted that he did not enjoy McGregor’s

conception of T’Challa “as the ultimate realization of human potential whose bravery was
exemplified in his willingness to risk his life in the service of others” (Burroughs 64),

instead preferring Lee’s focus on the character’s intellect and strength, and the vast
technological advancements of Wakanda. Although Priest kept elements of each writers’
work, his version gave the storyline major updates. Priest’s Wakanda is technologically

advanced and T’Challa is fierce, far less forgiving of corruption within Wakanda and the
United States, more brooding, and does not readily offer readers his own emotional

insight.
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When the Black Panther’s second writer, Reginald Hudlin, took over the series in 2005

he scrapped most of the material that formed various conceptions of the character,
admitting that he never liked McGregor’s version of the story (Burroughs 77). Hudlin
took a far more “blatantly Afrocentric” (Burroughs 55) approach to writing the Black
Panther series. He emphasized the connections between Wakandans and the panther god

Bast, repeatedly tackled themes of colonization and Wakanda’s role in ignoring the slave

trade (Burroughs 85) updated the Dora Milaje, making them “look and act like soldiers,
not runway models” (Burroughs 79), and introduced T’Challa’s younger sister, Shuri.

Considering the additions to the comic implemented by Hudlin, his take on The Black
Panther appears to have most heavily inspired the storyline of the 2018 Black Panther

film, although plot elements from each Black Panther described within this chapter
played some part in building the film’s plot. The 2018 film has been called “love letter to
people of African descent all over the world” (Serwer 2018), and has been praised for
“highlight[ing] the schisms and inequality of the African Diaspora” (Strong & Chaplin

59), and making a tragic hero of Killmonger, whose desire to give Wakandan technology
to disenfranchised members of the Black diaspora (59) frames “colonialization and
racism” (59) as the story’s true villains.
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CHAPTER VII

BLACK

Just as recent revisions of The Black Panther have revised the black solo hero
genre, through Black (2017) Kwanza Osajyefo seeks to revise the superhero team genre,

reconstructing the popular trope of the marginalized heroes. Black was written by
Osajyefo and co-created by Tim Smith III, in artistic collaboration with several black
artists. Through the comic, Osajyefo seeks to give visibility to the myriad of black

identities within the United States, while criticizing the systemic racism that is ingrained
in its government and social systems, underscores American political ethos, and results in
the deaths of many Black people in this country. In interviews with media outlets like

Creators for the Culture and Impulse Gamer, Osajyefo has argued that systemic racism

has also served to facilitate the omission of blackness in comic books and has limited the
number of black writers and artists working as cartoonists for mainstream comic book

publication. The lack of black creators given the chance to tell their own stories in
mainstream comics has resulted in superficial portrayals of marginalized identities as

allegory for race oppression, using primarily white cast as a metaphor for racism. In
contrast, through Black, Osajyefo explores the outsider superhero trope through black
superheroes, asking the question, prominently displayed on the first volume’s back cover,
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“In a world that already hates and fears them, what if only black people had

superpowers?” Osajyefo’s question, though conveyed in terms of genetic conspiracy, cuts

to the heart of the issue that fuels systemic racism: underlying hatred and fear of those of

African descent within this country. Osajyefo’s concept of genetic anomaly creates a lens
through which government sanctioned injustices toward black people, such as over

policing, racial profiling, medical and scientific experimentation, and segregation can be
explored, while providing commentary on the use of “the marginalized superhero” in
comics created for white audiences.

7.1 The World of the Marginalized Black Hero
Osajyefo reflects systemic racism as a villain which must be conquered. This

villain takes on both a human form and an invisible one, incarnated not only as the white
male character Theodore Mann, but also as the force that enables white people to excel in

medical and technological careers, forces black people into government housing, controls

popular opinion of blackness, and, as this thesis will explore later, turns a blind eye to
police brutality. By choosing to name Black’s villain Theodore Mann, Osajyefo engages

in neo-blaxploitation, a term that Phillip Lamarr Cunningham argues is “used to indicate
the ways in which contemporary texts that feature Black protagonists negotiate with the

archetypes, iconography, and themes of blaxploitation” (Cunningham 98). A popular

theme of blaxploitation films, was showing the black protagonist “defeating White
antagonists (also known as 'the man')” (Cunningham 101). While Osajyefo engages with
this blaxploitation theme, using Mann or “the man” to refer to an oppressive system
sanctioned by a white antagonist, his commentary on the control of white America runs

deeper.
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Mann not only runs the fictional “Mann Tech” corporation, the “global leader of

engineering and science,” but Mann also reveals to an assemblage of his white peers, “for

generations my family has dedicated our resources to keeping power in the hands of those
who would wield it wisely. We don’t just manufacture the future, we ensure it.” Mann’s

assertion reflects the reality that white people are overrepresented in the STEM fields, a
2018 National Science Board (NSB) report indicating that 67% of those actively working

in science and engineering fields within the United States were white, with the United

States and European countries collectively accounting for 50% of expenditures used by
the NSB to calculate global research and experimental development. The summary of the
NSB report indicates that the United States was declared the global leader in science and

technology. While through Mann’s boasting, Osajyefo calls attention to the imbalance of
representation for minorities in the sciences, he also carefully uses Mann’s dialogue to

illustrate how systemic racism functions.
Power is skewed in favor of white males, and for Mann, the stand-in for

oppressive racial systems, the means of “ensuring” the future rests in keeping white
people in positions of power, while isolating black people from being represented in
scientific fields and the same generational wealth, economic privilege, and global power
Mann’s family exhibits. Osajyefo’s commentary aligns with the argument made by Tia C.

M. Tyree and Liezille J. Jacobs in their article, “Can You Save Me?: Black Male
Superheroes in Film,” in which they assert that for black men—although this statement
also holds true for black women— “the ‘primary threat’ is patriarchal masculinity as well

as racist, capitalist patriarchy that hinders the masses of Black men from achieving and

overcoming their states in White America” (Tyree & Jacobs 6). However, unbeknownst
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to the fictional Mann, a global force exists within Osajyefo’s story, in the form of the
Project.

Defined by Osajyefo as a “global network of specialists and volunteers who work
tirelessly to keep [black superhero] existence secret,” the Project is Osajyefo’s play on

the projects, or project housing communities originally created in the early 1900s that
have traditionally alienated black and other minority communities from predominantly
white neighborhoods as the result of neighborhood covenants, house deeds, and city
ordinances that disallowed racial integration. As Dr. Yelena Bailey, author of the book,

How the Streets Were Made: Housing Segregation and Black Life in America (2020)
explains in a web conference series for the University of Minnesota, historically, housing

projects represent a “national systemization of practices that had been happening for
decades” enforced by the “cultural will of those in power” (Bailey 2021); thus, housing

projects have always functioned as a tool of American systemic racism. By co-opting the
word “project” and using it as a network that connects powerful African Americans,

Osajyefo reclaims the word, not as a tool for systemic segregation or under the premise
that being associated with blackness is risky (Bailey 2021), but a thoughtfully organized

means of allowing black intelligence and power to flourish safely with the goal of

destroying systemic oppression. As Osajyefo’s setting in Black consistently changes
location by city, his decision to include states like New York, Chicago, and California in

his text might be to highlight that these states possess three of the largest housing projects
in the U.S. Osajyefo’s choice of location is far from being a random afterthought. Paying
homage to Civil Rights activists who fought for equality and justice for black people in
the United States and creating a viable—rather than implied—link to the civil rights
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movement, Osajyefo names the secret superhuman “bases” which collectively form the
Project for several black activists, locating each base in their respective birth cities. Dred

Scott, Martin Luther King Jr., Angela Davis, and Huey P. Newton are all honored by

Osajyefo, whose narrative establishes the existence of Dred Scott Base (presumably in

Virginia); King Base, in Atlanta, Georgia; Davis Base, in Birmingham, Alabama; and
Newton Base, in Oakland, California. The world that black people and black superheroes

live in is Osajyefo’s thoughtful reflection of both the strides and setbacks black society

has faced under systemic racism.

7.2 The DNA of The Black Superhero
Osajyefo employs a wide array of black superheroes who embody different

cultural identities, categorically lumped together under the umbrella of ‘blackness,’ while
incorporating historic events and figures that greatly altered the experiences of black
people in America. Osajyefo explains superhero ability in terms of science-fiction,

making superpowers exhibited by black people the result of “hexaquarks” present in their
DNA which “affect human atoms on a quantum level resulting in a variety of possibilities
that defy understanding,” and manifest as “active” powers only in a small percentage of

black people. While not explicitly stated by Osajyefo in the comic itself, it is important to
note that the backstories of two characters within the novel suggests that Osajyefo means

for the expressions of each hero’s abilities to be the result of racially fueled violence that

ended in tragedy. The main character, Kareem, realizes his abilities to genetically adapt
and be impervious to bullets after he and his two friends are murdered by white police
officers. Cole Jennings, a minor character, gains the ability to self-combust into and

project flames after his brother is ritualistic abducted, castrated, tortured, and set on fire
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by a group of Southern white men who wrongfully accused him of murdering a white
woman who flirted with him once. While their abilities are linked to their genetic

composition as black people, Osajyefo creates a world in which the powers of the heroes
are thus a reflection of the impact violent forms of racism have had on their lives. Black

power thus serves a function of karmic retribution, for heroes who can use their powers to
fight back against racism.

By giving power only to black characters rather than making it a random

mutation, Osajyefo is able to engage with blackness as an umbrella for all people of
African descent while simultaneously eliminating the notion of black identity as an all-

encompassing expression of one identity form without distinguishable characteristics;
and is able to reclaim systemic institutions that have been put in place to alienate black

people from society. As Osajyefo makes clear through Detective Waters’ questions about
the way quarks express themselves, power is not limited by the amount of melanin a

black person possesses. Regardless of presentation, any person of African descent is

susceptible to the possibility of their hexaquarks manifesting as superhero powers. One of
the unnamed female superheroes is biracial, having a white mother and black father,
while Zero, a male hero, is an albino black man. Osajyefo’s refusal to limit superhero
abilities in black characters to those with darker complexions or mostly African DNA

unifies black identity, rather than isolating black characters based on rigid skin-deep

stipulations.
Osajyefo’s approach to highlighting different facets of blackness is all-inclusive,
as representation is given to black characters of different religious or cultural

backgrounds and gender within his story. Hoodrat, one of the heroes, speaks only in
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Arabic, suggesting that he is either originally from an Arabic speaking country or was

raised by parents who were, and Lion speaks in dialect most similar to Jamaican patois,
while wearing his hair in long dreadlocks. Detective Waters and Bass are strong female

supporting characters, depicted with unrelenting determination. Although she possesses
no known superhero abilities, Detective Waters is an intelligent police officer who

refuses to be called her first name, Ellen, rather than be addressed by her formal career
title. She competently investigates Kareem’s murder and subsequent disappearance after

he seemingly comes back to life, leading her to join forces with Juncture’s team of
superheroes in their mission to find Kareem. Bass is a muscular Black woman, drawn by

Ingle wearing her hair in undercut braids, who possesses the ability to emit sound waves
strong enough to destroy concrete. As one of Juncture’s right-hand people, she is

commonly entrusted with taking Kareem on missions. It is important to note that it is not
only the characters and their powers that Osajyefo uses as a mechanism for exploring

blackness and race violence; the names that many of the superheroes take reflect both
common African American colloquialisms and derogatory slurs aimed at black people.
Tar Baby, Ext, Shorty, Hoodrat, Swole, Shifty, and Mindgrapes are among the

hero names chosen by black characters. The choice of names reflects an appreciation of
African storytelling and American vernacular English, and a refusal to allow derogatory
names and stereotypes to be an accurate reflection of black abilities. Tar Baby, often a

derogatory remark towards African Americans, comes from the popularized story of

“Brer Rabbit and the Tar Baby,” While Ext is an abbreviation of “extensions,” reflecting
the female superheroes ability to transform her long hair into a shapeshifting weapon.
Hair extensions, specifically long and straight hair extensions, have often been linked
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with the assumption that the goal for black women wearing extensions is “appearing
more White,” and when the desire for whiteness is not attributed to extension wearing,

another argument is that black women who wear extensions are “working within

internalized beauty paradigms to attain one small piece of what society defines as
beautiful” (Ellis-Harvey et al. 874). Osajyefo does not engage with either of these
arguments, which serves to uplift black female readers. What matters in the pages of

Black, is that Ext is shown as a powerful and competent woman whose long straight hair
does not make her any less black, as it neither alters Mann’s henchmen’s perceptions of

her, or takes away from her allegiance with the black community she fights for. Swole is
a thin black man able to magnify his body mass, muscle, and height to attack, celebrating

the complement of visible muscle gain the word is meant to imply. And Mindgrapes’

name comes from the quote, “what else is on my mind grapes” spoken by Tracy
Morgan’s character Tracy Jordan on the show 30 Rock. The show has been called

“problematic” for its approach to race, by media outlets such as Vanity Fair, Huffpost,

A VClub, and Buzzfeed. Zeeshan Aleem, Associate Editor of the Huffington Post,
particularly took issue with the shows portrayal of Tracy Jordan, calling the character,

“an unsightly amalgamation of every nefarious trope about African Americans conceived

of in the past two centuries in the history of our republic” (2010). Perhaps reflecting both
the absurdity of Morgan’s “mind grapes” line and society’s image of Morgan’s character
as a caricature of blackness, Osajyefo depicts Mindgrapes as a superhero who appears in

the form of a humanoid gorilla, spouting pensive riddles which even the other black
superheroes are unable to decipher.
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However, Mindgrapes’ riddles suggest that he possesses a deeper understanding

of human nature and what O is ultimately fighting for. Despite Mindgrapes’ quixotic
speech and ape-like appearance, his telepathic power allows him to get inside the minds

of others and control their actions, with one caveat. As two of Mann’s guards attempt to
fight Mindgrapes, one of them referring to him as a “darkie” who “looks more like a
monkey than the others” (Osajyefo) Mindgrapes retorts that “resorting to slurs shows a

dull intellect” and mentally commands the second guard to shoot his teammate to “open
his mind.” As Mindgrapes reflects after giving the command, “empowered minds” are
not as “impuissant” to his mental attacks. While the term “empowered” is realized as
those without superhero abilities, Osajyefo’s wordplay suggests that he intended for

Mindgrapes’ appearance to operate as a tool against racism, reflecting that those whose

perception of others is steeped in racism and who use slurs to make themselves feel

empowered are effectively displaying their ignorance in a way that makes them
vulnerable to mental manipulation and outside influence.

7.3 Dynamics of Black Leadership
Furthering his position that blackness comes in all forms, Osajyefo depicts two

seemingly opposing mindsets and tactical stances on how to best combat the oppression
of black people and black superheroes by designating different figureheads to lead teams
of black superheroes with opposing ultimate goals. Osajyefo highlights these different

perspectives in the superhero leaders Juncture and “O.” Osajyefo uses elements of Martin

Luther King Jr. and Malcom X’s ideology, purposely sprinkling his storytelling with
facets of X-Men’s narrative; however, he creates blatant connections to the Civil Rights

Movement in order to demonstrate a bolder response to racism and racist institutions.
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Placing Juncture in the peacemaker and freedom fighter role associated with Martin

Luther King Jr. By comparison, the character O is given the militant freedom fighter role
and refuses to attempt to make peace with his oppressors or hide the existence of
superheroes from humanity while black people suffer in America. O’s rejection of a life

in the shadows makes him more akin to Malcom X’s ideology. Osajyefo makes no
attempt to argue that O is the villain of the story, deviating from X-Men ’s hero and

oppressed-villain formula, and illuminating a glaring flaw within it. Rather than focus on
the morality of O’s choices, Osajyefo engages with the socio-political dialogue that

sought to diminish the philosophy of black nationalism promoted by Malcom X during
the civil rights movement. Juncture and O arguably operate as character foils of one

another, illuminating both the necessity for and pitfalls of the other’s ideology. Their

position as father and son demonstrates that although their methodology of achieving
safety for black people may differ, they share a complex relationship similar to the

dichotomy between King and Malcom X’s ideologies in the revelation that while on the
surface their goals appear vastly different, they are both fighting with the same ultimate

goal of racial equality. Arguing that the true villains of his story are systemic racism and
those who align themselves with it, Osajyefo includes the Black superhero team Haus,
showing that some black people choose to be complicit in the oppression of themselves

and others because they believe it gives them some semblance of power.

Juncture
Juncture’s main goal is to create a world in which black superheroes are safe from

their oppressors, by rescuing them and bringing them into his team to train them to use

their powers in a safe and supportive space. Establishing a palpable connection between
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Juncture and Martin Luther King Jr., Osajyefo designates Juncture as the leader of King
Squad, and Selma Platoon, signaling his role in the analogy by referencing the Civil

Rights leader’s last name and famous 1965 march that lead to the creation of the Voting
Rights Act of 1965 (Stanford). Juncture promotes non-violence by refusing to further
exacerbate the fight for black superheroes by bringing their existence into the public eye

because he believes that doing so would invoke fear and put the entirety of the black
population in America at risk. Juncture’s desire to keep relations between black
superheroes and American society peaceful, is indicative of a desire for social integration,

in which nothing further disrupts the already delicate social balance of black life within a
majority white society. It is for this reason that Juncture rescues and imprisons
superheroes who pose a danger to those around them and run the risk of exposing their

powers. While Osajyefo creates a strong argument to justify Juncture’s actions,
rationalizing that black safety depends upon the public being in the dark about black

superhero’s existence, he also exposes the limitations of Juncture’s beliefs by revealing

Kareem’s opinions to the reader. As Juncture comments that getting justice for Cole is
not part of their mission, Kareem thoughtfully remarks, “maybe it should be” (Osajyefo).
Juncture’s desire to keep the peace ensures that some black people, while safe, may never

receive justice for the losses society has caused them. Through Juncture, Osajyefo
explores the need to contain blackness in a way that is palatable to white society. If
dangerous mutants like Cole can attract attention because of their rage and powerful

expression of it, the underlying message is that there is a danger in black people

appearing too powerful, too angry, and thereby too connected with their black identity.
“One”
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O’s character is far less concerned with social integration than Juncture, wanting
only to retaliate against systemic racism and those who have contributed to it. Echoing

Magneto’s sentiment that humanity will never be accepting of mutants, but directing his

anger at white America, O passionately reflects, “.. .this is all we are to them, chattel.
Black bodies without agency or rights to peace and freedom. Humanity abides this evil

with purpose—knowingly and unknowingly” (Osajyefo), while holding the lifeless body
of a young black woman who died as a result of Mann’s experiments on black people.

The medical setting of the scene calls to mind the horrendous abuse of power over the
black body that those in power have exhibited historically, throughout slavery and within
the medical field, which saw “Black bodies often [find] their way to dissecting tables,

operating amphitheaters, classroom or bedside demonstrations, and experimental
facilities” (Savitt 331) after their deaths in the antebellum South. Experimentation on live

African Americans was also legal, and “in several instances physicians purchased blacks
for the sole purpose of experimentation” (Savitt 343) because it was not considered a
crime to use the body of a slave for experimentation, black people being systemically

powerless to fight for their own bodily autonomy. The woman’s body, shown with an
outbreak of boils and blisters is reminiscent of the Tuskegee experiments, and Dr. James
Marion Smith’s preference for experimenting on Black women, as he believed that their

pain tolerance was higher than that of white women (Savitt 346). This medical stigma

encouraged the belief that performing medical experiments on African Americans was
preferable to experimenting on white bodies.

Osajyefo makes clear that O’s rage is the product of his witnessing and reflecting

on the multitude of atrocities that have been allowed to be enacted on the black body
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while the majority of humanity remains silent or complicit. Like Malcom X, O “evince[s]

a profound comprehension of the fact that America is a racist society, whose embryo was

nurtured in the bloody womb of slavery” (Clarke & Leaks 77), and believes that black

people have a right to defend themselves because of “the history of unpublished

violence” (Malcom X) against them; although Osajyefo exchanges “unpublished” for
“unrecorded,” as O’s master plan entails filming a fight between Theodore Mann and

black superheroes. Despite O’s desire to kill man and openly retaliate against white

society, Osajyefo makes clear through his true name, One, and through a singular aspect
of his superhero abilities, that O is not only an amalgamation of the collective hurt and

anger experienced by black people within the United States, but he represents unity of
black people. O’s ability to merge various black heroes into his singular body reflects that

his “perennial call [has] always been for black unity and self-defense in opposition to the
«integrationist's » program of non-violence” and “passive resistance” (Clark & Leakes
78). Using O’s conversation with Juncture, in which O states, “one man’s terrorist is

another man’s liberator” (Osajyefo), Osajyefo ultimately argues that O is neither his

comic’s villain nor a terrorist, he simply represents another ideological position taken in
the black fight for liberation from systemic racism.
Simultaneously, Osajyefo uses O as a metaphor for the changing times. After O

successfully broadcasts Mann’s attack against black superheroes via a livestream on

Detective Waters’ cell phone, O is shown smiling in a singular panel as he asserts, “The
revolution will be televised” (Osajyefo). Through O’s statement, Osajyefo flips one
crucial the narrative of Gill Scott Heron’s 1970 song, “The Revolution Will Not Be

Televised.” Within Heron’s song, which James B. Stewart labels “revolutionary
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commentary” (Stewart 216) Heron “lambast[ed] popular culture, the police, traditional

civil rights leaders, and advertising by multinational corporation” (Stewart 217) urging

African Americans to fight against injustice rather than passively waiting for America to
change. While O’s message remains that black people need to retaliate against systemic

racism, Osajyefo comments on how modern technology has made it easier for African
Americans to protect themselves against incidents of racism, being able to provide

visually record their experiences with law enforcement, and other oppressive forces.

While Osajyefo never brands O a villain, his narration reflects the problematic
nature of labeling black people who adamantly oppose their oppressors as terrorist,
radical, black supremacist, or angry black man/woman. Given the circumstances of what

he has experienced and witnessed, it can be argued, and is argued by Osajyefo, that O is
entitled to his “righteous anger” (Osajyefo), and it is lack of acknowledgement for the

suffering of African Americans that fuels the narrative that black power is a supremacist

or radical ideology. Deconstructing the angry black man stereotype, Osajyefo explores

how “Black masculinity, as constructed by White racist mentalities, situate[s] the Black
man as the outsider and rebel” (Tyree & Jacobs 6). In a display of the racist rhetoric that
deems black men hostile or angry, Mann mockingly tells O that he has “angry black man
insurance” (Osajyefo), positioning O as the angry black male figure and highlighting that

the angry black man stereotype is “rooted in racist and sexist constructs to further
perpetuate the notion of a black man who shows any emotion as bestial, aggressive, and
animalistic” (Gause 39). The prominent message reflected in the interaction between

Mann and O is that Mann is well aware of the racist forces working against O and the

devastation that racism inflicts, both physically and mentally, upon the black body. As
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the embodiment of systemic oppression, he parrots the narrative he constructed to

invalidate black emotion and experience. Mann’s callous statement reflects the racially
charged expectation that black people exhibit what Shermaine M. Jones terms, “affective

asphyxia,” a form of repression that “results from the expectation that black people must

choke down the rage, fear, grief, and other emotions that arise when confronted with

racism and racial microaggressions” (38). Affective asphyxia, like the angry black
male/female stereotypes, dictates that in order to be heard and humanized black people

must stifle all emotion when dealing with issues of race, to avoid being villainized rather
than recognized as oppressed.
The Master’s Haus: The Mann’s Black Heroes

Haus is the name Osajyefo gives to the collective of black superheroes who align

themselves with Mann, thus illustrating their complicity in the oppression of themselves
and members of their own race. While their motives are never made explicit, the group’s

leader, Marshal Jefferson, bears a presidential last name, signifying his allegiance with
Mann. It is possible that Osajyefo was mocking the belief that Thomas Jefferson
produced several half black children with his mistress, a young slave girl by the name of
Sally Hemmings. Regardless of Osajyefo’s intended origin for Jefferson, the name of his

team of heroes suggests that Osajyefo is arguing that “house negro” mentality fuels

complicity. The term was popularized by Malcom X, who stated defined the house negro
as a slave who “identified himself with his master more than his master identified with

himself,” in his famous speech, “Message to the Grassroots” (1963). While Malcom X
used the term to condemn civil rights activists, like Martin Luther King Jr., who fought

for integration, the rhetoric of what constitutes “house negro” mentality today more
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viciously attacks only African Americans who willingly align themselves with “the
master class” (Hall 568), to the detriment of other African Americans, in order to achieve

power and status. As Ronald E. Hall posits, “such Blacks are equally adamant about their

aristocratic status and willingness to cooperate in denigration of the less fortunate Black
masses” (Hall 571).

Despite Osajyefo’s use of the last name Jefferson in his rendering of Haus’ leader,
Marshal Jefferson is drawn as a dark-skinned black man, eliminating the need for readers
to interpret Haus as representative of Osajyefo playing into the “mulatto hypothesis”

(Hall 569) created by Reutgers’ study in 1918, which sought to categorically separate
biracial African Americans from darker-skinned African Americans. Arguably, Osajyefo

makes clear that Jefferson and his team represent what Hall terms “the modern-day Black

conservative[s]” who “delude Black Americans for pay at the direction of Conservative
political interests” (571), regularly aligning with value systems which undermine the best
interests of other African Americans. Jefferson is shown speaking with Mann over a

video system, their interaction, and his casual criticism of Mann’s inability to keep his
company from being attacked by black superheroes suggesting that Jefferson is granted
certain privileges (the ability to speak rudely to Mann), without it harming his career

position or endangering his life. Osajyefo distinguishes that Jefferson is still Mann’s
subordinate, however, as Tempest, a black hero working for Jefferson, anxiously corrects

Jefferson when he talks back to Mann. Through the interaction between the three,

Osajyefo illuminates the power balance that operates within “house” mentality. Mann, or
systemic racism, still wields the power; however, Jefferson, the complicit, feels that he

holds the same level of power that man does and revels in it, taking up the cause to
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oppress other black people to suit systemic racism, because it allows him to feel as strong
as his oppressor. Visually, Haus’ team of superheroes are designed to portray an array of

black superheroes created by white cartoonists. It is evident that the Falcon, Black
Panther, Green Lantern, Storm, and Luke Cage are some of the heroes Osajyefo and Ingle

are criticizing. Comically, Osajyefo uses Haus’ superheroes to reflect that a strong black

identity is missing from these white-created black superheroes. While drawn black, their

initial creators routinely wrote them into storylines which distanced them from issues
within the black community, and “attempted to deliver anti-racist messages that

ultimately argued for white liberalism and a color-blind rhetoric that demanded black

communities to assimilate to white liberal values for their own salvation” (Stucky 1),
making them a very popular tool for white artists who wanted to include black characters
and attract black audiences without engaging with them or many of the struggles they

faced in America. Through this illustration, Osajyefo argues that black people who think

in “house” mentality are the product of overindulgence in oppressive psychological
conditioning that alienates them from the black community and their own black identity.

7.4 Striking Back at Police Brutality
Osajyefo begins with a graphic black and white scene of unabashed police
brutality. However, despite the role that police brutality plays in the story, Osajyefo has

admitted that Black was ten years in the making when he finally wrote and published it—
stating that “today’s climate” (Creators for the Culture), Black Lives Matter, and more

modern incidents of racially charged and police-committed murders were not the main
focus or starting point of his story. A key takeaway of Osajyefo’s is that Black did not
arise as the result of a cultural movement. The history of law enforcement’s brutality
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towards black people in America dates back to slavery, functioning as a larger part of
systemic racism. It is important that one read Black, not as a response to police brutality,
but as commentary on the way it functions as a vehicle for racial profiling, to the

detriment of black people, within American society. By deconstructing the belief that
Osajyefo’s commentary is linked with the Black Lives Matter movement, the reader can

fully see the interplay of race-relations that takes place within the comic’s first scenes.
At the beginning of Black, the reader is introduced to Detective Ellen Waters,
who is being interviewed about the circumstances of a police investigation that left three

young black men murdered. As Waters explains to an FBI investigator, she grew up in

“Bed Stuy,” or Bedford Stuyvesant, Brooklyn, and now serves the area as a police
officer. Waters’ connection with the neighborhood provides her with an understanding of

the people and the community that many of her fellow officers lack, as they are neither

familiar with the area, nor black people. As Waters comments, “they patrol the places but
don’t know the faces.” Recalling the incident in question, Waters reveals that a call came

in about a robbery committed at gun point, the suspects reported as three “black males,

20s, in basketball shorts and t-shirts.” As Waters remarks, this description could be
“anybody around [there],” and to some cops, “it is everybody.” By using Detective

Waters’ firsthand experience as not only a person who grew up in Bed Stuy, but having
her address the lack of understanding about black people, forms of black culture and

black dress, and the innate fear that all black people are perpetrators of criminal activity,
Osajyefo creates a connection to other popular arguments that have been made regarding
race and police work, suggesting that either only officers familiar with the neighborhoods

they policed be allowed to patrol the area; or learn to understand the communities which
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they are policing and the relationship which African Americans have historically had
with the police, as outlined by Zoe Mental’s Racial Reconciliation, Truth-Telling, and
Police Legitimacy, a guidebook created for police officers and published by the U.S.

Department of Justice. Through Detective Waters, Osajyefo creates a similar argument
that those policing black communities should understand the people they are protecting.

The “faces” the police do not know are the many cultural distinctions and nuances of
black people and black culture. The officers policing the area do not distinctly see the
“faces” of those they protect, they see blackness as an umbrella in which the black

citizens, the “everybody” of predominantly black neighborhoods, is a potential suspect.
Jamal Ingle furthers this point with illustrations that depict the reality of the three
innocent black teenagers the police decide to target. They are drawn carrying basketballs

while talking and laughing amongst each other. To the reader, it is evident that these

three young men have either just come from or are going to play a game of basketball
with one another. The context of their clothing, situation, and their visibly youthful
appearances are never considered by the white officers who arrive on the scene.

Highlighting the reactionary nature of police officers when it comes to black men,
immediately, two officers park alongside the group, screaming “Don’t Move! Get your

hands up, now” (Osajyefo), without questioning them or assessing the situation. As one

of the black teenagers responds, “we ain’t do nothing” (Osajyefo), the officers draw their
guns and hold them on the black teenagers, while several other squad cars close in around
them. The modern rhetoric that follows police brutality in the form of the question, “why

didn’t he comply,” habitually uttered by right-wing media and those seeking to
undermine the severity of the impact murders committed by police have historically and
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habitually had on the black community, is perhaps addressed by Osajyefo and Ingle in

their detailing of the faces of the three black men, and their interactions with each other.
As one of the teens asks, “What do we do?” another, Kareem, quietly warns them to, “Be

chill,” as the third panics and says, “Nuh-uh! These [redacted] gonna kill us” (Osajyefo),

before attempting to run, leading the police to open fire, killing Kareem and his two
friends. With this poignant scene and conversational exchange, it seems Osajyefo and

Ingle want the reader to realize where the “failure to comply” on the part of black people
comes from. Simply realized, the response is driven by fear. While the first black

teenager was unsure of what to do, as anyone who has never been put in that situation

before would wonder; Kareem instructs them to be calm, to keep the situation with the
police from escalating; however, the third man operates under the assumption—made
evident by the already severe response of the officers—that regardless of their innocence

the police may choose at any time to assert their authority over the three black teenagers
and gun them down under threat of suspicion, rather than culpability. The reality of

police violence is a scenario which black people have had play out in their daily lives
through direct, second-person, and third-person accounts. Considering the newspaper

headlines which we are all subjected to, and the stories of “non-compliance” that many in
the black community are familiar with when it comes to either community members,

family members, or personal accounts, the failure to comply boils down to the threat of
violence police officers pose to innocence black people.
Summarizing the results of a report published by the Journal of Epidemiology and

Public Health, Yale News’ Brita Belli explains that the report, which analyzed data
collected from 2015 to 2020, found that unarmed black people were disproportionately
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killed by officers at a rate of 3 times that of white people and black people in general

were killed by police at a rate of 2.6 times that of black people (Belli, 2020). By 2017

alone, when Osajyefo’s novel was published, there were at least 12 publicly known
incidents of black people being killed by police officers, with two of the murders in 2014

taking place in New York, and the prominent Eric Garner case happening in Brooklyn
(Chughtai 2021). These publicly known killings do not account for the police killings
kept out of the public eye, or not listed in Chugtai’s Know Their Names project. While

not committed by an officer, the 2012 murder of Trayvon Martin is highlighted by Ingle,
whose cover depicts a black man with his face turned away from the police, wearing a

hood, with his hands raised. Mocking the inability of trigger-happy cops to attempt to
diffuse situations, at a later point in the novel, the black superhero Baretta ironically

yells, “Hands up, we’ll shoot” (Osajyefo), before firing her gun at Theodore Mann.
Using police killings to provide further commentary on the damaging effects of

the media on representations of blackness, Osajyefo briefly highlights the ways in which
the News outlets and the media effectively distort the character of black victims in order

to create sympathy for their killers. Unable to rid herself of both the trauma and shock of
witnessing Kareem’s death and rebirth, Detective Waters is shown throughout a series of

panels investigating Kareem to piece together the puzzle of his sudden disappearance. As

she searches for information, it is revealed that when she initially ran Kareem’s I.D., his
information showed that he grew up in the foster system and had no priors. However,
months after his death she finds various sources associating him with criminal acts

ranging from petty crimes to working with the terrorist group, Islamic State of Iraq and
the Levant (ISIL). After his “death,” Kareem’s social image is distorted by the media,
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similar to how the media played a part in criminalizing Trayvon Martin after he was
killed by George Zimmerman, media outlets publishing Martin’s school disciplinary

record, photographs of him wearing “gold fronts” in his mouth, and in possession of
marijuana (Allen & Metcalf 23). Both the media’s real criminalization of Trayvon Martin

and Osajyefo’s fictional account of Kareem’s criminalization showcase how media

outlets “set a primer for racial perceptions that influence the general public.. .constantly

show[ing] black men as participants in criminal activity” (Allen & Metcalf 23), an act
that creates the belief in whites that criminal behavior is natural for blacks (23). Detective

Waters’ realization that the media has tampered with Kareem’s information, which comes

at the end of chapter two, is juxtaposed by the book cover for Black issue #3, which
shows four black men in a police lineup holding name cards that read, “slave; negro;

colored; and thug.” This image works as a visual depiction of the way black men have
been characterized by the media throughout history, reflecting the reality that “popular
representations of black men, particularly through mass media, have been influential in
propagating fear of black masculinities” (Allen & Metcalf 21). The phenomenon of
labeling black males produces hostility and fear for black men, and subsequently

blackness, perpetuating the cycle of racially charged violence which foregrounds

Osajyefo’s narrative.

Reacting to police brutality and racially charged violence in a show of
compassion, Osajyefo incorporates the lyrics of the 1929 hymn, “I’ll Fly Away,” written

by Albert E. Brumley. The hymn’s first verse, “some glad morning.. .when this life is

o’er.. .1’11 fly away” (Osajyefo), is sang by an elderly woman when Kareem wakes up in
Juncture’s safehouse after his rebirth as a superhero. The song, which “depict[s] a far-off
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image of heaven” (Allen 296), has traditionally been used in Baptist and Christian

services as a funeral song, and is especially popular among African American gospel
audiences (Allen 351). Osajyefo’s use of the song injects Southern gospel tradition into

the text, while commemorating the black victims of police gun violence and brutality.

Ultimately, through Black Osajyefo encourages conversation about what it means
to be part of a marginalized community in America, and how American fear and rejection
of blackness has produced various systems that African Americans continually have to
fight against. By framing marginalization through a Black lens Osajyefo depicts how
social, political, and economic scales of power are not weighed in favor of those within

the Black community. However, Black celebrates Black culture and identity and
highlights the changes made to society by African Americans, expressing further

optimism that Black life within America will continue to improve as technological

advancements have made it easier for Black people to document their experiences and
make them public to a society that often questions narratives of Black innocence, with the
help of racist media practices. Osajyefo ends his graphic novel with Kareem reflecting (in

a conversation with Juncture), “The day I got shot changed my life. Not because I got up,
but because of all the people who can’t. You want emancipation, O wants retaliation. I
think people need somethin’ else.. .someone to represent.. .I’m their worst nightmare.. .a
[redacted] they can’t kill” (Osajyefo). Osajyefo’s ending explains the importance of
Black representation in empowering African Americans to use their experiences with

racism and violence to fight against systemic racism, and imparts that while African
Americans face injustice, they also have the power to collectively fight against it.
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CHAPTER VIII

MYTHOLOGY OF BLACK RESILIENCE IN JEREMY LOVE’S BAYOU
Bayou, Jeremy Love’s surreal 2016 graphic novel, tells the story of Lee Wagstaff,
a young black girl living in Charon, Mississippi in 1933. When her white friend, Lily, is
swallowed whole by a giant in the bayou, Lee becomes the sole witness. Lee comes home

to find that her father, Calvin, has been blamed for Lily’s disappearance. Calvin is

subsequently imprisoned, having been accused of Lily’s rape and murder although the
police have little evidence other than one of Lily’s missing shoes. Before a gathering

lynch mob takes out their rage on her innocent father, Lee must retrieve Lily by travelling
into the bayou, a dual realm that exists below the South, inhabited by mythic creatures
who represent the history and effects of slavery, oppression, and segregation that haunts

the landscape.

Bayou opens with a full-page panel, featuring the overshadowed image of a small

home in the middle of a field of cotton. By placing the Wagstaff family home in the
middle of a vast cotton field in the 1930s, Love signals that even in an era of post
slavery, Lee and her father are still living in the shadow of American slavery. There are
no visible details that can be discerned about their home, what the reader sees is that it is

black. The focal point of the panel is the large three-bulbed cotton plant to the right of the
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frame, given more attention than the modest home of the Wagstaff’s. Love’s

visual detailing is made more prominent by the following two pages. The left page
displays a town sign that reads: “Welcome to Charon, Mississippi,” in bold letters printed

over a painting of the confederate flag; and on the right page, a crow is perched atop a
“Colored Entrance” (Love), sign, beside the frame of a black man’s blood-soaked feet
dangling from a tree while a crowd of white male spectators look on, one of them with a

young child seated on his shoulder. In Charon, the racial hierarchy is clearly drawn. The

cotton of the opening page then represents the deep Southern roots of the town and
preference toward preservation of the old pre-Civil War Southern way of life that

historically upheld the oppression, enslavement, and murder of African Americans.
Rebecca Wanzo focuses her exploration of Love’s text on the importance of

Love’s mythmaking in Bayou, stating, “Love explicitly claims [Bayou] is an attempt to
demonstrate the role that African Americans can have in mythmaking that shapes our
fictions and national discourse about race,” and argues that “with Bayou, love is inserting

heroic blackness into mythologies that romanticize the South in national history but have
excluded black girls from the center of genre fictions” (62). Love’s mythmaking also
serves to reject assumptions of the Black experience. Bayou not only places Lee at the
heart of the story but demonstrates how the strength of the Black family encourages Lee’s

heroism. Heartfelt interactions between Lee and her hardworking father reveal that their
relationship is based on honesty and mutual love. Calvin explains to Lee that

sharecropping has put a roof over their heads and allows for Lee to attend school.
Although Calvin swears to Lee that he will not allow her to become a victim of racial

violence, he has decided against fighting against racism in order to provide Lee with a
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comfortable life. After Calvin’s imprisonment, Lee takes up her father’s promise and
decides that it is time to fight, as the balance of their lives has been disrupted by
unrelenting racism and the threat of racial violence. Armed with her family’s ancestral
axe, her love for her father, and her determination, Lee is given the strength to fight

against a history of American racism that repeats itself throughout history. Within Bayou,

Love incorporates a non-linear historic fiction narrative to generate a discussion of how
African Americans react to and continuously relive America’s past through cycles of

racism and racially charged violence that still persists because it has historically been
allowed to. By using history to frame his story of Black heroism within American
ideologies and myth, Love illustrates the agency and power that Black Americans reclaim

through spirituality and resistance to racist imagery, violence, and stereotypes, allowing

for the creation of new mythologies of Black identity.

8.1 Fighting Southern Antiquity with Black Spirituality
Love incorporates Greek mythology into Bayou by naming the fictional town in

which Lee’s story begins, “Charon.” The chosen name roots the events of Bayou within a
fabric of white ideologies and mythologies that have been warped into the political

framework of America, attacking the freedoms the American people claim to uphold.
Pre-Revolutionary Americans “defined themselves in relation not only to the British of

the day, but also to the Romans of the past,” a connection that is exemplified by the mass

popularity of Joseph Addison’s play Cato (1713), which Americans related to their fight
for freedom against the British because of the play’s “[themes] of liberty opposing
tyranny” (Malamud 526). Americans were selective about which messages and practices
from ancient civilizations they would replicate, despite slavery abolitionists, like George
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Buchanan, noting the hypocrisy of idolizing Roman valor (528) while upholding laws
that kept African Americans in chains. Slavery practices of ancient Greece and Rome

provided slaveholders with “a classical tradition of reconciling slavery with reason and

national law” (Morgan 51), only adding to American justification of slavery through
scientific racism and slave laws, and leading slaveholders to adopt other pejorative

practices, such as the classical Greek naming of slaves and the “dehumanizing device of
addressing male slaves of any age as ‘boy’” (Morgan 51), which have their basis in Greek
and Roman slavery. Estimation for ancient Greeks and Romans may have waned for

northern Americans during the years leading up to the civil war, but this was not the case

in the South. Love uses Southern concepts of “heritage” and Greek mythology in his brief
history of Charon, Mississippi to demonstrate the hypocrisy of early twentieth century
racism.
To give origin and meaning to the name of his fabricated town, Love includes a

fictional commentary by a news reporter named Jack Barbour. Barbour’s commentary
asserts that Charon, Mississippi was named for General Douglas Matthew Bogg, who
“fought so fiercely that a Yankee writer likened him to Charon, the ancient Greek figure

who ferried dead souls into Hades” (Love). Douglas General M. “Hellhound” Boggs’
memorial statue is displayed in three separate frames within a single page, glorifying him

as a “Hero of the War of Northern Aggression” (Love). The narration is tinged with

irony. It is unlikely that the comparison between the general and Charon was meant to be
construed as a compliment, as the European-fashioned traditions of Southerners were

often made the butt of northern reporters’ jokes; and “Hellhound” evokes imagery of both
hell and of American Bloodhounds, commonly used by slaveholders to track slaves who
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had escaped their masters. The history the reporter praises resulted in the deaths of
countless enslaved African Americans, under the pretense of Southern freedom.

Demonstrating the disparity between African Americans and white American

narratives, Jack Barbour’s commentary is shown alongside a caricatural “police sketch”
of Lee’s father, crudely drawn with menacing eyes, large lips, and furrowed brows,
described as “Prime Suspect: Sharecropper Calvin Wagstaff, 33, Negro” (Love), the

report detailing that he is suspected of sexual molestation and kidnapping without any
concrete evidence to indict him. The caricature and baseless accusations are written
alongside another column to the right, depicting the Kansas City Massacre and murder of

law enforcement by “Pretty Boy Floyd,” who is given sympathetic treatment by the
newspaper. The report on Floyd includes an explanation that the massacre was the result

of Floyd’s desire to free his friend from prison. Love places the three columns side by
side, as an example of the media’s tendency to downplay and subtly commend the crimes

of white Americans even with extensive evidence, while using racist language and

imagery to villainize African Americans and implicate them in crimes with circumstantial

evidence. Although the article on Calvin Wagstaff and Pretty Boy Floyd cannot be read
in full, Jack Barbour’s commentary spans throughout several pages in which Love draws
the battered Lee walking to the county prison over a course of hours to visit her wrongly
convicted father. Love’s imagined narration serves to show the reader what Lee is

fighting against: the use of a violent historical pasts as “identity anchors” (Hoelscher 663)
in white Southern towns, a warning that “white anger” may “boil over and seek to
reclaim the glory of.. .slain ancestors” (Love), and media messages that portray black
people as violent and sexually devious, for crimes they might have no connection to.
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When Lee declares to Calvin that she is not going to let the townspeople do to her father

what they did to Billy Glass (Love) she asserts that she is prepared to fight against racism

despite the threat to her own life, should she fail. Lee’s fight is thus against the systemic
racism of the South, which seeks to uphold Southern freedoms by keeping African
Americans in altered states of bondage and prides itself on the destruction of black lives.
Lee’s heroism, and by extension Black heroism, was not aimed at only one opposing

force, but a series of racial injustices. For this reason, Lee must navigate the underworld
of the bayou, engaging with various historical time periods that have collectively shaped
the 1930s American South.
To enter the parallel world of the bayou, Lee swims to a tree located deep within

the bayou’s waters, emerging in a subterranean realm populated by winged human spirits
and many animal characters popularized in African American folktales. Love’s portal

into the bayou, drawn as a large hole located inside of a large tree trunk, separating the

earthly world of the living from the spiritual underworld of the dead, is similar to
depictions of the underworld in African religions that have often drawn similarities

between their stories of the dead and fairies. Specifically, amongst African aboriginals
and the Zulu people, there was a belief that the land of the dead was subterranean and

“resembled the pre-Christian Hades.. .in folk tradition, too, the dead were often seen in

the fairy realm, or rather, those who had been taken by the fairies and were believed to be

dead, a semblance of their bodies having been left behind” (MacCulloch 365). Death,
spirits (Levinee 58) and the underworld were subjects ostensibly and, perhaps, covertly,
depicted in animal form within African and African American folktales, “[representing]

the dead in the underworld whose spirits have the power, according to native belief, of
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taking animal form” (Tartar). While the anthropomorphic characters of Bayou reflect

different aspects of black life throughout history and various interpretations of Black lore,

Love’s inclusion of winged spirits like Billy Glass, Mother-Sister, and Big Sis, suggests
that Love is using the wings as a representation of black fairies, in a symbolic illustration

of black spirituality.

Spirituality acts as a form of Black resistance throughout Love’s Bayou. The first

instance of a winged Black spirit in Bayou comes when Lee witnesses “Billy’s soul on
his way to glory” (Love), fully nude, with large monarch butterfly wings on his back.

Through both his illustration of Billy Glass’s soul with butterfly wings and Lee’s
confession that she heard voices singing, Love creates a mythology of black afterlife that
incorporates elements of slave secular song and spirituality, providing reflection on how

spirituality provided African Americans with agency.
Lee only hears voices singing before she comes across spirits of deceased African

Americans in the bayou. While some of these spirits are surreal, almost spectral
renderings of the landscape—the hands of Black children formed from mud, restraining
Lily so that she may receive judgement and be devoured; the “strange fruit” (Young 282)
of black bodies hanging from the bayou’s trees—these spirits are always accompanied in
the earthly realm by both hymn and swarms of butterflies, two elements suggestive of

human flight. Human flight has long been a popular subject within many African
folkloric traditions, “permeat[ing] the mythology of Black America” (McDaniel 28).
Within black folkloric traditions, flight was viewed as a gift possessed by African

Americans and means of allowing the oppressed to return to their homelands. Typically,

these stories held undertones of resistance, longing, and death. As Levinee notes in Black
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Culture, Black Consciousness, “Continually, the slaves sang of reaching out beyond the
world that confined them” (38), and “continually, they held out the possibility of
imminent rebirth” (39), with some songs relaying the slave’s hope of transforming into

creatures with wings and flying away from the material world (40). Love’s use of hymn
and butterfly imagery, and his representation of Billy Glass, echoes the spiritual nature of

slave songs and the desire of African Americans to fly away from slavery and hardships
with their bodies transformed through rebirth, imagined often as death. Spirituality was
thus a means of defying the experiences foisted upon African Americans by American
slavery, offering ancestral remembrance and for Black lives to continue into eternity,

unmarred by degradation. While Billy Glass is not a slave, Black people were and still
are affected by the remnants of slavery, giving relevance and meaning to continued

practices of post-slavery Black spirituality, as Love demonstrates. The wings attached to
the souls of Billy Glass, Mother Sister, and the other winged spirits of the bayou,
represent their acceptance of the impermanence of human life and ability to separate

themselves from the “temporary” existence of “the flesh, the blood, the beating heart”

(Love), and a spiritual closure for their violent deaths. Using history to illuminate the
impact of racial violence on the black body and how black spirituality provided African

Americans emotional catharsis, Love creates the tale of Billy Glass.
Billy Glass, with his youthful body, round face, and eyes swollen, is drawn in

such graphic detail that the reader’s mind instantly recognizes the connection between the
fictional Billy and the very real Emmett Till, whose unjustifiable murder was the result of
the same crime of “whistling at a white woman” (Love), that the fictional Billy Glass was
accused of and lynched for. As Bayou is set during the 1930s, Emmett Till’s murder
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would not have taken place in Mississippi for another twenty years; thus, by rendering
Billy Glass so recognizably, Love is superimposing the fictional atrocities of the novel’s

present with the reality of America’s history, breaking from a linear framework which
connects these two events. In Billy Glass’ final moments, he defies his murderers with
taunts, refusing to give into his emotions despite their horrific mutilation of his body;
however, the maternal spirit, Mother Sister, appears to him as his resolve appears to
break. If within African American spirituality, “religion [was] a means of extending the

world spatially upward so that communication with the other world [became] ritually
possible and [extended time] temporally backward so that paradigmatic acts of the gods
and mythical ancestors [could] be continually re-enacted and indefinitely recoverable”
(Levine 32), then spirituality is what allows for Mother Sister, the ancestral African

American figure appearing with a group of black children behind her, to come to Billy

Glass in the liminal space between life and death, cupping his cheek and encouraging him
to be brave. The comfort her presence gives him keeps him from crying, and his final
words are further yells of rebellion. While Love’s incorporation of slave spirituality in

Bayou can be regarded as his tribute to Emmett Till and other black lives unjustly lost to
racist violence, portraying their souls as no longer confined to either the physical or
metaphysical realm and celebrating the agency and sense of identity spirituality gave

slaves; Love’s scene exemplifies how the spiritual belief in ancestors and a better life
after death has been a source of strength for many African Americans in times of great

tragedy.
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Figure 17 Bayou volume 2 (2011)

8.2 Black Geographical Histories, Tricksters, and Villains
Just as spiritual identity marks the sacred space of Bayou, the characters that
populate Love’s underworld reenact African American histories of the Southern

landscape. The bayou is not only inhabited by the spiritual but also by characters that

featured prominently within African American folklore. Notably, two of these characters
are the “animal trickster” (Levine 102) Brer Rabbit, and Stagolee, the iconic “black bad
man” (Levine 413) of Black folklore. Brer Rabbit’s stories are reimagined by Love, who
incorporates the character into Bayou volume two as an integral part of the South’s

history and future, not unlike his relevance in popularizing African American folklore.
Renaming him “Bruh Rabbit,” or simply, “Rabbit,” it is Rabbit who “keeps all the stories

in dis wide world” (Love). Disrupting the link between the trickster and popular
American folktales, Rabbit proclaims that he lost his stories gambling in New Orleans.

The disruption separates the popular Brer Rabbit tales consumed by the American public,
from what has come to pass during the frame of time that Rabbit’s stories have stopped

being collected, creating space for a historic narrative that has not been romanticized by
the South. Often viewed as a representation of “‘the colored man” (Levine 112) within
the Brer Rabbit stories, Love depicts Rabbit in his human form as a black man and in his
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rabbit form referring to himself as a *Negro, a distinction that provides a visual
demonstration of Black life after slavery and moving into the Reconstruction era.

Love uses Rabbit and geography to reflect the history of the Union Army’s
involvement in creating the “sharecropping” system that created the prison-leasing
system, levee camps, and labor prisons, all tools designed to keep African Americans
bound to the government as forced laborers in government sanctioned slavery. When the

reader is first introduced to Rabbit, he is imprisoned at a levee camp and working on a
chain-gang. A sign reading “Natchez” is shown, several miles from where Rabbit is
located. With the sign, Love signals to the reader that he is alluding to the history of

sharecropping in Natchez, that helped reinforce the economic servitude of Blacks in the
post-war South. By the late 1800s, the Natchez district of Mississippi had long had a
history of being a place where many slaves had been able to enjoy Christmases, and a
“certain amount of freedom,” leading many slaves to travel to the district, which had the
“strongest Union Garrison” in 1862 (Davis 62). Thousands of slaves flocked into the

district, hoping to receive protection from the Union army. Their hopes were quickly
eliminated, as the U.S. army labeled the slaves “refugees,” and General Grant worked to

establish a policy to provide them with opportunities to work along the Union camps,
“pick[ing], gin, and bail[ing] any cotton ungathered on the abandoned plantations in the

vicinity” under the direction of Colonel John Eaton (63). Although refugees were
“contracted” to work, they received no monetary benefits for their labor. Instead, the

money was used to maintain the refugee camps and supply the refugees with food and
clothing, as Grant thought they would “benefit by learning the meaning of a contract”
(64) by learning the importance of labor. Abandoned plantations were leased to “loyal
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whites” (64) who contracted refugees in exchange for their service. While some refugees

formed community camps in Natchez, contracts, “legally binding under military law”
(70) were implemented to keep freedmen from abandoning the plantations they were

forced to work on. This resulted in sharecropping, wherein former slaves “rented plots of

land and paid to the landowner a proportion of the crop” (Adamson 559).
Sharecroppers were encouraged to buy food, clothing, and other resources from

plantation owners, often finding that their crop income was not enough to cover the cost
of these resources. This system of servitude forced them into a form of debt that

benefitted plantation owners and planters, who could then, by law, make them work off

their debts indefinitely (Adamson 559). Under “vagrancy laws” (Adamson 560)

sharecroppers who left their plots of land could be turned over to prisons, who then
contracted the refugees out to work for plantations, mining companies, and railroad
companies (Adamson 556) without pay. This was all done under the “convict lease

system” (Crowley 137), the practice of prisons leasing African American men, women,

and small children to private farmers and business owners to perform slave labor for a
recorded nine dollars per month (The Innocence Project). Even when prisoners had

worked off their debts, they were commonly picked up by court “company agents” as

they attempted to return home, charged with vagrancy, and effectively placed back into
the prison system to continue laboring for unpaid wages (Adamson 560).The prison

leasing-system, along with sharecropping, were thus economic and political substitutes
for slavery (Adamson 567) backed by “Jim Crow laws,” dictating that African Americans

could be arrested for a slew of incredibly minor offenses ranging from “cohabitating with
white people,” the use of “insulting gestures” (The Innocence Project), to “spitting,
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swearing, and trespassing” (Adamson 560), laws which were aimed solely at African
Americans.

The effects of such systems are delicately woven into Love’s narrative and
presented through several black characters. Lee’s father is a sharecropper, laboring under
Miss Westmoreland; Bayou is referred to as a “Geechie” (Love) in the volume two,

signifying that he is a member of the Gullah/Geechee community of West Africans who
settled along the Sea Islands off the coast of South Carolina and Georgia (Brown 80),

eventually allowed to be “tenant” farmers, and subjected to a “task-system” (Brown 84)

on plantations rather than a gang system; and Rabbit is, most likely, a sharecropper as
well—who could have been arrested for any number of offenses, placed under the watch

of Bossman, and a member of a prison chain-gang system.

Love’s allusion to the gritty reality of labor camps and the convict leasing system,
at a time when many in the Southern states (but particularly those in Natchez) were

attempting to preserve the “lost” (Hoelscher 663) Old South, is exacerbated by Love’s
decision to portray the camp’s warden as an immense beast called the “Doodang” (Love).

Love’s incorporation of the Doodang as the prison warden is a reference to Harris’
fictional creature, who appeared in one of Uncle Remus’ tales, “The Story of the
Doodang” (697)The central premise of the Doodang’s story focuses on the creature’s

unhappiness about being a Doodang. Wishing he could be a bird; the creature is given
various feathers by a group of buzzards. The creature’s attempt to fly result in his death,

after which he is devoured by the flock of buzzards as Brer Rabbit laughs. The
underlying moral of Hanis’ Uncle Remus tale is that it is best to stay in one’s place,

rather than dream of being or doing something else. Championing a message
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uncharacteristic of African American folklore—and portraying a creature entirely
invented by Harris (Strickland 215)— the Doodang is a fabrication meant to relay an

oppressive narrative, explaining Love’s decision to use the fictitious creature as a prison

warden, squashing prisoners when anyone of them falls out of line.
Neither the Doodang’s presence nor his plight as a prisoner thwarts Rabbit’s quest
for individualism. On the chain gang, he spends his time singing as he works and telling

stories to the other inmates, exhibiting a sense of the Black communal identity that often
formed as a result of systems of oppression. Although Bayou sees Brer Rabbit removed
from the role of central character, Love establishes Rabbit’s connection to other folktales

by transforming the “instinctive understanding” (Levine 106) of his enemies that the

original Brer Rabbit character possessed into an ability to have premonitions. Alluding to
Will Starks’ popular claim that he first heard the story of Stagolee from a man who heard
it while working in a labor camp near St. Louis (Levine 413), in one thoughtful scene,

Rabbit breaks from singing a song about the devil’s hands as he labors on a chain gang,
prophesizing that “somebody got mean things on they mind” (Love). Rabbit’s assertion
that whatever is coming is far worse than working in the labor camp, provides Love’s

introduction of the bad black man figure Stagolee, who, a panel explains, has been
“loosed from hell” (Love) by Bossman.

8.3 Disrupting Pathologies of Black Identity
The connection between Rabbit and Stagolee through imagery of “devil hands”
that Rabbit sings of attempting to separate himself from, presents an argument against the

evolution of the trickster hero into the “badman hero” (Flowe 582). However, rather than
suggest that the two fictional characters are extensions of the other, Love clearly
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distinguishes that the two are enemies. Love incorporates elements of various versions of
the Stagolee (sometimes referred to as Stackolee/ Staggerlee/ Stackerlee) folklore saga,

reconfiguring his gun battle with Billy Lyons into a gun fight with Rabbit; turning the

horrific nightmares he suffered while he was tortured, in one version of the folk tale, into
a power he has to enter into the dreams of and torture his victims (Levine 414); and most
importantly, Love incorporates the story of Stagolee kicking the devil out of hell to rule it

by himself, keeping with the post-bellum African American folkloric tradition of

“[refusing] to romantically embellish or sentimentalize” (Levine 415) bad black man

characters. Love’s incorporation of Stagolee as a non-sentimental figure without morality
or qualities that would humanize him, is evident in his allegiance to Bossman.
As Bossman attempts to psychologically analyze and praise Stagolee, musing,

“You please and perplex me. Working so diligently against your own people... You are
the savage ID. The primal instinct of an inferior race,” Stagolee rejects this classification,

countering, “No. I just don’t give a shive” (Love). Through the interaction between
Bossman and Stagolee, Love argues first: that bad characters within black lore do not

denote a primitive savagery inherent to African Americans, and second: that true black
bad men, black villains of black lore, did not possess qualities which could be

psychoanalyzed, specifically from the point of view of a European narrative. To put it
bluntly, black bad men, like Love’s rendering of Stagolee, were simply evil, “portrayed

with the kind of unadorned realism generally lacking in white bandit lore” (Levine 419).

Stagolee, both in black mythology and Love’s Bayou, is “pure force, pure vengeance”

(420). Killing other African Americans, children, and women indiscriminately, he is
portrayed by Love as having no redeeming qualities, traits that Rabbit arguably does not
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possess. While animal tricksters like rabbit were portrayed with dichotomous and often
ambiguous moral ethics, their stories held underlying moral significance and reflections

on human nature. Rabbit’s “evil” characteristics are rooted in his desire for women,
money, and a carefree life. Unlike the Rabbit of Black folklore who in one story, “coolly

sacrifices his wife and little children to save himself from wolf's vengeance” (Levine
117), when Rabbit realizes the destruction his selfishness has caused his family and

friends, Rabbit shows remorse and thus does not escape learning a lesson (Levine 120)
about selfishness, unlike the distinctly amoral Stagolee.
Using Stagolee as a representation of the bad man of black folklore and the villain

in Bayou’s second volume, Love subverts America’s “broader tendency to ghettoize
black literature and culture” (Farebrother 122), for enjoyment and as proof of pathology.

The image of Stagolee vowing, “Rabbit’s stories are mine” (Love) to Bossman, further

exemplifies a tendency in America to associate blackness with criminal behavior and take
stories of resistance from the black community and use them to justify behavioral tropes
that are not grounded in initial characterizations of black figures. Love’s argument

mirrors the one made by Percival Everett in his novel Erasure (2001), in which a black

man writes, under the pseudonym Stagg R. Leigh, a “satire of ghetto glamour titled My
Pafology” (Farebrother 117), which is critically acclaimed by American audiences for its

gritty “authenticity,” despite the story being a work of fiction. The novel’s trickster
protagonist is regarded by the public as a Black badman, who are unable to read the work
as satire because they would rather consume images of Black violence and dysfunction.

By depicting Stagolee as a villain and accomplice of Bossman, Love reclaims Stagolee’s
place in African American folklore as a representation of pure villainy and not as an
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instrument that can be used to claim that African Americans are innately savage,
primitive, and violent, stereotypical depictions that have too often resulted in violence
against African Americans.

The harmful effects of stereotyping and repeat instances of racial violence on the
black psyche and the black body, is likewise explored by Love, who uses the golliwog

caricature-like figure that was popularized in the children’s stories The Adventures of

Two Dutch Girls and a Golliwog (Wanzo 62) to show the detrimental effects
caricaturizing black appearance can have on African
Americans’ perceptions of themselves—a notion that

lacked exploration at the time in which the golliwog

was popularized a child’s icon. As Hershini Bhana

Young observes, when Lee dives into the bayou,

Figure 18 Bayou volume 1 (2009)

swearing that she will not let the people do to her father what they did to Billy Glass,
“she is nearly destroyed by the stranglehold of racism, by the red-lipped, bug eyed

golliwog in ragged clothes who supposedly represents her” (281). To add to Young’s
poignant assessment, the golliwog also represents the weight carried by racial
stereotypes, specifically those centered around African American appearance.
Lee is fighting to preserve her family and keep her father alive, while also

struggling against the minstrel figure in the water which attempts to drown her. Recalling
an earlier panel from Bayou, that shows Lee sitting beneath a tree as she braids Lily’s
hair, commenting, “Your hair is pretty, I wish I had hair like yours” (Love), we witness
Lee’s internalized struggle with her appearance. Lee’s compliment immediately follows a

careless and cruel statement made by Lily about the magnitude of punishment black
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people deserve. Although Love writes that Lee ignores Lily’s harsh criticism, it is done
by devaluing the quality of her own hair, praising Lily’s. This precursor, highlighting
Lee’s struggle with her own image, foreshadows her attempt to reject the minstrel

stereotype of black appearance presented by the golliwog. Lee fails in the end, unable to
fight against the creature, and is nearly drowned. Love’s interaction between Lee and the

golliwog illustrates African Americans’ struggle against defining themselves according to
racist perception even when continuously faced with racist popular portrayals of black

people as “grotesque, smiling monstrosity[ies]” (Wanzo 64), and the struggle to escape
the connection racism creates between appearance and “deserved” violence.

If we consider Lee’s plight to restore normalcy to the lives of herself and her
father, then the golliwog is an obvious deterrent. The simple naming and imagining of

this fictional siren-like figure represents a metaphoric visual of dehumanizing

representation. Black self-perception, advancement, and even stability are suffocated and
nearly destroyed by psychologically damaging narratives and the struggle to fight against

these stereotypes is shown by Love in Lee’s battle to keep her head and body above the
water. Love’s golliwog is not just a reflection of the internal fight against stereotypes, but
the external as well, as the impact of society’s racism, prejudice, and violence help create

the golliwogs, who exist within Bayou as the souls of murdered African Americans who
were unable give up their physical body (Wanzo 64).The golliwog is then a visual
representation of the psychological transformation that takes place when Black people

allow demeaning narratives of violence and stereotype to become the definitive traits of
their individual black identity. The onus of freeing oneself from victimhood (Wanzo 64)
and narratives of violence and stereotypes are put on Black characters, and thus Black
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people, who can choose to become the Golliwog, or become the spiritual and empowered
beings who’ve risen above being defined by their worldly bodies.

Addressing the need for more stories of African American heroism and more

nuanced representations of African American history, Love employs Bayou as his
representation of “man as memory.” When “the golliwog—representing the continued

presence of historical violence—attempts to pull Lee down... the character Bayou (also

shaped by the past) frees her” (Wanzo 64). Bayou is able to save Lee because of his

connection to the past, and his respect and admiration for it. Bayou lapses into moments
of comparing Lee to his daughter Nandi, imagining her in a white gown, with gold

jewelry around her neck and her hair in a braided updo, “a Nandi before she was

enslaved.. .as she might have appeared before the seasoning of the trek to the coast,
before the nightmare of the Middle Passage” (Young 282), before the violence of slavery.
Bayou, who can still remember his children, smiling, running free, and laughing, when

they were free, exists both outside of the African American diaspora and within it. As he

can recall a time before Africans were forced into bondage, he is imagined as a living

memory of black perseverance after brutal loss of freedom and family. Frequently, when
Bayou helps Lee, he does so because her cries remind him of his children calling out for
him, tying Lee to the memory she represents (Young 283). While Lee decides to be brave

in order to save her father, it is not until she has multiple encounters with various forms
of racial violence and systemic oppression that she claims her bravery by shouting at

Bayou for not fighting back.

The exchange between the two is complex, as Bayou attempts to be brave because
he remembers the horrors of the past and wants to finally free himself from it and reunite
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with his children, thus he is fighting for a future. Lee becomes brave through consistently
interacting with Bayou, racial memory, and violence, deciding that she must be brave

rather than carry the emotional burden that has kept Bayou tethered to the South’s

history. She is fighting for her present, and also for the past, by helping Bayou. Their
relationship is summed up during their final conversation in the first volume, in which
Lee says, “as long as we together I reckon you can do the totin’ and I’ll take care of the

bravery” (Love). Lee is asking Bayou to carry the emotional weight of history with him,

so that she can be strong for both of them. Ultimately, through their final exchange Love
argues that engaging with historic narratives, embracing culture, and having discussions

about race that create new instances of heroism is the most powerful means Black people

have of reclaiming their histories and freeing themselves from being defined by the past,

pathology, and racial violence.
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CHAPTER IX

CONCLUSION
The scope of this thesis was not large enough to include an exploration of the role
of Black women in comic books, or Jeremy Love’s allusion to Alice’s Adventures in

Wonderland within the first volume of Bayou and the discourse surrounding American
perceptions of innocence this theme reflects. Future studies might aim to include more
comics and an exploration of emerging trends in Black comic books.
As exploration of this thesis’ chosen comics proves, Black comics reflect

perceptions of African American identity in comparison to ideal Americanism. Any

reading of Black-authored Black comics requires a reframing of the text and an
understanding of caricature, as well as African American discourse and arts movements.
Without these fundamental components, it is possible to engage with the texts while
missing the full breadth of discourse initiated by their authors. Narratives which might

easily be misconstrued when read through a Euro-American lens, depict Black belonging
and exclusion from American ideology, while celebrating the experience of being Black

in America. And narratives which might be regarded as representational are revealed to
have ideological shortcomings that further alienate Black identity from American

idealism, absorbing Black characters “into the generic ideology of the
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superhero...work[ing] to preserve America's status quo” (Singer 110). Authors of Black

comic books who aim for quality representation attempt to provide humanizing
depictions of Black characters and address the cyclical forces of racism by initiating

discourse of how America might mend its racial divide by accepting the ideologies of
other cultures.
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